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Regional Strategy
At the time of drafting this document the government had clearly signalled its intention to abolish
Regional Strategies (RS). The RS for the south east is the “South East Plan”. Whilst the announcement
of intention to abolish is a material consideration, the South East Plan remains at this time a part of
the development plan for Surrey Heath. In taking the Core Strategy and Development Management
Policies Development Plan Document forward the Council has had regard to the announcement by
the Secretary of State and advice from the Planning Inspectorate. Accordingly it has considered
which of its policies turn on or refer to South East Plan policy. In respect of policies for the economy,
employment, retail, infrastructure, green infrastructure and biodiversity whilst these may rest on South
East Plan policy the evidence base behind those policies together with the Councils own evidence
base, is considered sufficient to support and justify on a local basis the policy approach being taken in
this document in respect of these matters.
In respect of housing land supply the Council has decided to continue with the housing targets contained
in the South East Plan. In so doing, however, the Council is mindful of the need to avoid harm to the
Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area. The ability of the Borough to accommodate further
housing is dependent upon the ability to deliver sufficient avoidance measures. The availability of
suitable sites for housing and the avoidance measures (SANGs) needed to support this will be explored
further through the Site Allocations Development Plan Document. At that time any changes in national
guidance on delivery of housing land will be reflected in the approach taken to the identification of
suitable sites and the capacity of those sites.

This document was produced by:
The Planning Policy and Conservation Team
Planning, Development & Homes
Surrey Heath Borough Council
Surrey Heath House
Knoll Road
Camberley
Surrey GU15 3HD
E-mail: planning.policy@surreyheath.gov.uk
Telephone 01276 707100
If you require this document to be transferred to another format such as Braille, a large text version,
on audiotape or another language please contact the Planning Policy and Conservation Team at the
above address.
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Foreword
The Council has adopted this Core Strategy and Development Management Policies
Document to provide the overarching strategy for planning in Surrey Heath in the
period up to 2028. This document will influence where you shop, where you work,
where new development will take place and what it will look like. It also addresses our
local response to important national issues such as economic development and the
environment we live in.
In preparing this document the Council has been faced with the challenge of addressing
the often conflicting needs of enabling economic growth and new development whilst
protecting the environment and quality of life within the Borough. In particular, it sets out
the Council’s approach on key local issues such as development of a new community
at the Princess Royal Barracks at Deepcut, the protection of the heathland which is of
European importance for biodiversity and rare species of birds, plants and animals that
it supports and aspirations for Camberley Town Centre.
This Core Strategy was subject to extensive consultation with residents and other
stakeholders and also to an examination in public by an independent inspector who
found it to be “sound”.
The Core Strategy and Development Management Policies Document was adopted by
Full Council on 1st February 2012.
Councillor Moira Gibson, Leader of the Council
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1

Introduction to the Core Strategic and Development
Management Policies Pre-Submission Development
Plan Document

1.1

This document sets out the strategy and
policies to address the future development
of the Borough in the period up to 20281
The Core Strategy and Development
Management Policies Development Plan
Document explains what changes are
needed, when, where and how they should
happen.

Policy Context
1.2

1.3

In producing this document the aims
of national planning policy have been
incorporated, in particular sustainable
development which is at the heart of national
planning policy. The goal of sustainable
development is to enable people to satisfy
basic needs and enjoy a better quality of
life without compromising the quality of life
of future generations. The aims of the 2005
UK Government Sustainable Development
Strategy ‘Securing the Future’
are
reflected in PPS1: Delivering Sustainable
Development.
PPS1 establishes the
governments overarching planning agenda
which aims to achieve “a sustainable,
innovative and productive economy that
delivers high levels of employment, and a
just society that promotes social inclusion,
sustainable communities and personal well
being, in ways that protect and enhance
the physical environment and optimise
resource and energy use”. National
planning policies are not repeated and
should be read alongside this document.
At the time of writing, the status of regional
guidance was under review. However, the
evidence base for the regional guidance is
useful in setting the context within which
many of the issues within the Borough
should be viewed and the Council will
continue to have regard to that evidence.
The key issues for Surrey Heath arising
from the South East Plan and the local
evidence base are considered to be as
follows:

1
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(i)

The Borough lies within two of the
major sub-regional growth areas, the
Western Corridor / Blackwater Valley
and the London Fringe.

(ii) The focus in both areas is on growth
with the Western Corridor /Blackwater
Valley also identified for regeneration.
(iii) The focus for development is the
regional hubs (examples are Guildford,
Reading and Woking), there are no
regional hubs in Surrey Heath.
(iv) Camberley is identified as a Secondary
Regional Centre, part of the strategic
network of town centres. Such centres
should be the focus for continued
growth to stimulate investment and
longer term sustainability.
(v) Within Surrey Heath, provision should
be made for 3,240 new homes in the
period 2011 – 2028.
(vi) New
development
should
be
concentrated in existing towns and
villages
(vii) That 35% of new housing should
be ‘Affordable’, that is non-market
housing.
(viii) That wherever possible new housing
development should aim to achieve
a density of at least 40 dwellings per
hectare.
(ix) A recognition of the need for protection
of the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area from the effects of new
residential development.
(x) That the Borough is not required to
undertake a review of the general extent
of its Green Belt to accommodate new
development.
(xi) That the former DERA site, a small
part of which lies within Surrey Heath
be brought forward for a mix of uses.

End date of 2028 is to ensure a 15 year housing land supply from the date of adoption.
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(xii) That the Aldershot Urban Extension
and DERA site both of which lie outside
of the Borough are major housing
sites. This will have implications for the
transport network and shared services
such as hospitals and schools.
(xiii) That housing provision for areas
within the catchment of the Blackwater
Sewage Treatment works will need to
be informed by a Water Cycle Study.

there are still communities that need
support. The work and resources of
partners will be focussed to where it has
the greatest impact.

Consultation
1.7

The Borough Council has previously
produced an Issues and Options and a
Preferred Options document for the Core
Strategy. However, the time taken to put in
place measures to ensure that new housing
would not cause harm to sites of European
importance for biodiversity has meant that
it has not been possible to submit the Core
Strategy to the Secretary of State for approval
as a “sound” document until now. At the same
time work on the subsequent Development
Plan Documents dealing with Housing
Needs and Development Control policies
has also been unable to progress further
because of the delay to the Core Strategy.
Those documents have now been combined
into this single document. In June 2008 the
government amended the Development Plan
procedures and this document has been
prepared in accordance with the regulations
as amended.

1.8

In preparing this revised Core Strategy
and Development Management Policies
Development
Plan
Document
the
responses received through past public
participation exercises for the Core
Strategy, Housing Needs and Development
Control documents have been incorporated
where appropriate.The Issues and Options
consultation for this document included
the option to not meet the requirement for
new housing as set out within the Surrey
Structure Plan and the then emerging
South East Plan.

1.9

The information gathered during the
process outlined above has provided the
basis for preparing this document. The
Core Strategic Policies shape the future of
the Borough which means deciding what
sort of place it should be in 2028. This has
been done within the context of national
and regional guidance together with a local
evidence base. This document looks at
the current position in the Borough setting
out a District profile and identifying the key

(xiv) That there should be joint working
on planning issues between the
Blackwater Valley authorities.
1.4

In addition, the Surrey Heath Sustainable
Community Strategy sets the local context
for this document reflecting the aspirations
of the local community. The Vision of the
Sustainable Community Strategy is: “To
sustain and constantly improve Surrey
Heath as a desirable place to live, learn,
work and play; and, to support individuals
to achieve their full potential as a part of the
local community”. This takes forward the
Surrey Sustainable Community strategy
through five thematic areas:
Children and Young people
Health and Wellbeing
Housing, Infrastructure and Environment
Safer and Stronger Communities
Economic Development

1.5

These thematic areas have been picked
up by the objectives for the Core Strategic
Policies.

1.6

The Local Strategic Partnership has
identified 3 key themes that affect all of the
partners. These are as follows:
n Development – recognition of the
significant development that could occur
locally and the impact on local service
provision
n Communication – to ensure that local
people know what is going on and have
access to up to date information
n Targeted Work – although this is an
attractive, safe and prosperous area
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opportunities and needs emerging from an
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses.
Arising from this analysis a Vision and
Objectives have been developed.
1.10 The main components of this document are
n District portrait
Challenges

and

Issues

and

n The Vision, Strategy and Objectives
n The Core Policies – these are essential
to the delivery of the strategy and relate
to strategic allocations, monitoring and
implementation.
n The Development Management Policies
– these support the implementation of
the strategy.
1.11 The objectives follow a thematic approach
derived from the Sustainable Community
Strategy. The Community Strategy themes
have been adapted for the purposes of the
Local Development Framework process.
The policy approach has also been
informed by the Sustainability Appraisal
that accompanies this document. The
strategy set out in this document will be
expanded upon by further guidance. In
particular a Camberley Town Centre Area
Action Plan, Site Allocations Development
Plan Document and further guidance for
the area in the Western Camberley/Frimley
area will be prepared.
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2

District Profile
Geography

2.1

Surrey Heath lies in the north west corner
of Surrey and adjoins the counties of
Berkshire and Hampshire.
The River
Blackwater forms the western boundary
of the Borough. From here the land rises
gradually to the north and east leading to the
areas of heathland which give the Borough
its name. The River Bourne (also known
as the Addlestone Bourne) flows through
the east of the Borough and out toward the
River Wey. The other important waterway
is the Basingstoke Canal that flows through
the southern part of the Borough. The
heathland areas are recognised as being
of national and international importance
and form part of the Thames Basin Heaths
Special Protection Area and the Thursley,
Ash, Pirbright and Chobham Common
Special Areas of Conservation.

2.2

The western half of the Borough is
mainly urban in character and comprises:
Camberley and Frimley linked to the
villages of Frimley Green, Mytchett and
Deepcut. Camberley is the main centre
within the Borough. The eastern half of the
Borough is mostly countryside but includes
the larger villages of Bisley, Bagshot,
Lightwater, West End and Windlesham
(including Snows Ride) and the smaller
village of Chobham. Major towns around
the Borough include Bracknell (14km)2,
Guildford (26km), Reading (27km) and
Woking (17km). In total the Borough covers
an area of some 9,507 hectares.

deposits. The valley lies on the western
edge of the Borough. The landscape of
this area has been altered by the legacy
of sand and gravel extraction and its role
as a major north – south transport route for
both road and rail, extensive restoration of
the mineral workings has been undertaken.
Both sides of the valley have been subject
to extensive urban development in the last
50 years.
2.5

The central part of the Borough (outside of
the Blackwater Valley) is characterised by an
elevated ridge landscape on plateau gravels,
known as Chobham Ridges. The top of the
ridges afford extensive views across the
Borough. The eastern part of Camberley
lies within this area. The central line of the
ridge is closely followed by The Maultway.
The acidic soils support a predominantly
heathland type vegetation.
Heathland
vegetation comprises mostly low shrubs
such as heather, and gorse with some areas
of coniferous or mixed deciduous woodland.
This area is separated from the largely similar
Chobham Common and Ribs Down area to
the east, by the valleys of the Windlebrook/
Halebourne/Millbourne and The Bourne
which flow in a south easterly direction. The
isolation of the Chobham Common and Ribs
Down area emphasises their topgraphical
and vegetation characteristics and hence
their landscape value.

2.6

The third area encompasses the valleys
of the Windlebrook/Halebourne/Millbourne
and The Bourne. This area includes the
main rural settlements as well as large
areas of pasture land and woodland. In
the eastern extreme of this area, around
Chobham, there are extensive low lying
meadowlands associated with the alluvial
deposits in the river valleys.

2.7

From the above it can be seen that the
Borough is drained by a stream network
with limited capacity, which in times of heavy
run-off results in flooding in lower lying
areas. This is particularly a problem in the
valleys of the Windlebrook or Halebourne

Natural Assets
Landscape
2.3

The main geological deposit in the
Borough is sand and this determines
both its topography and key landscape
characteristics.
The Borough can be
divided into three main landscape areas.

2.4

The western edge of the Borough is defined
by the Blackwater Valley which differs
substantially from the rest of the Borough,
being lower lying and based on alluvial
2

Distances given are from Camberley town centre
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and The Bourne where they run through
villages.
2.8

The Borough has no significant natural
resources of economic significance. The
soils are classified as grade 3 or 4 by the
Agricultural Land Classification. This land
has little value for food production but is
well suited to the needs of the horticultural
industry. However, the horticultural industry
in the Borough has declined in recent years
and is no longer a major user of land. The
easily winnable mineral deposits within the
Blackwater Valley have been extracted.
Remaining deposits are in the plateau
gravels along Chobham Ridges which are
important heathland habitat areas and close
to residential areas. The sandy heathland
areas of the Borough provide an important
habitat for birds and other species of flora
and fauna that are endangered. In this
context, heathland is now the Borough’s
most important natural resource.

Biodiversity
2.9

Biodiversity is now a key issue within the
Borough.
The Borough contains four
extensive Sites of Special Scientific Interest
as follows: Ash to Brookwood Heaths;
Broadmoor to Bagshot Woods and Heaths;
Chobham Common; and Colony Bog to
Bagshot Heaths. These four areas between
them cover approximately 23% of the
Borough. These areas have been designated
as sites of international importance for
biodiversity under the European Habitats
Regulations. The Basingstoke Canal is also
a Site of Special Scientific Interest. Much of
their area is in unfavourable condition.

Green Infrastructure
2.10 The Borough has large amounts of green
infrastructure much of it in the east of
Borough where there are extensive areas
of common land across the heathland
and permitted public access on parts of
the military training areas and a country
park. In addition across the Borough there
are parks, playing fields and other public
open spaces. Whilst this represents a rich
resource there is a conflict between the use
10

of heathland for public recreation and the
need to restrict recreational use in order to
protect biodiversity.

Countryside
2.11 The countryside within the Borough
performs a number of roles: as Green Belt
in the east of the Borough; as an area of
importance for biodiversity in the central
heathland areas much of it being military
training area; and in the west as a strategic
gap maintaining the separation of the
settlements along the Blackwater Valley.
These countryside areas also have a major
role to play as a leisure resource for the
Borough and contribute to the defence of
the nation as a location for army barracks,
military ranges, training areas and test
tracks.
The future of these defence
establishments is key to the future well
being of the Borough’s countryside, and in
particular the protection of its biodiversity.

Historic Development
2.12 In the east of the Borough, small early
settlements such as Bagshot began to
develop with the growth of the coaching
routes from London. Other villages in the
east of the Borough on better soils, e.g.
Chobham, were farming hamlets. In the
19th century, horticulture developed on the
well drained soils in the east and south of
the Borough.
2.13 Historically the area around Camberley was
part of the open heathland surrounding the
village of Frimley. In the 19th century the
poor soils of the heathland were planted
up for forestry. The area was also used for
military training. With the establishment
of the Royal Military College in 1812, the
areas of Cambridge Town and Yorktown
grew up to serve it. These service areas
became Camberley.
2.14 Camberley is therefore a relatively recent
settlement. The scale and character of the
town and its buildings reflect its Victorian
origins. Many of the Victorian terraced
houses of “Cambridge Town” were lost
during the redevelopment of the town
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centre in the 1960’s. Most of the housing in
Camberley now left from this period reflects
the pattern of development established
by retired army officers who moved to the
south of the town. Much of the housing
now seen in the town is a product of the
1960’s and 1970’s. Camberley and Frimley
now form part of the larger urban area that
has developed around the edges of the
Blackwater Valley.
2.15 The first small-scale industrial areas moved
to Camberley in the 1930’s. Subsequently
industrial
development
occurred
at
Yorktown and Frimley. Much of the housing
development in the Camberley/ Frimley area
occurred during the 1970’s and 80’s when
this area was identified as part of a major
growth area in the South East. This growth
can be seen in areas such as Heatherside.
The traditional manufacturing industries have
given way to information and technology
based industries with strong linkages to the
Thames Valley. Most of the former village of
Frimley has now been redeveloped as has
Frimley Green although at its centre there is
still a village atmosphere around The Green.
The villages in the east of the Borough,
have largely retained their historic character
although all took some growth during the
1970’s and 80’s.

Population
2.16 The 2001 Census revealed a population
of 80,314, broken down to 39,701 males

and 40,613 females. Just over 95% of
the population are white, with a number
of ethnic groups completing the resident
population, the largest of which is the
Asian or Asian British group at just over
2%. There are within the Borough, some
concentrations of ethnic minorities which
the low Borough-wide figure disguises. In
comparison with other Surrey districts and
the national average, Surrey Heath has a
younger age profile. In the period 1991
– 2001 the population increased by some
1,200 people. The populations is projected
to rise to approximately 87,5003 by 2026.
Over that time period there is expected to
be a small reduction in the number of young
people and a more significant increase in
the numbers of older people.
2.17 A high percentage of the population in
Surrey Heath are married or co-habiting
compared to the national average, but
at 23.7%, the level of single person
households is low compared to the national
average of 30%. However, this may hide
a number of concealed households who
cannot afford their own homes.
2.18 The graphs below show the anticipated
changes in the population4 from 2001
to 2026. From these the ageing of the
population and reduction in numbers of
that age range within the population that
will be economically active, are particularly
apparent.

2001 Population by Age Category
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3

Produced by Surrey County Council using the Chelmer Population and Housing Model

4

ONS trend-based projections based on the revised 2008 mid-year population estimate.
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2016 Population by Age Category
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2026 Population by Age Category
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Housing
2.19 Within Surrey Heath 46.9% of the housing
stock comprises detached houses as
compared to 22.8% overall in England
and Wales. The largest area of need for
smaller properties is in the urban areas
mainly in and around Camberley. Surrey
Heath is ranked 267th out of 376 districts
in England and Wales for affordability
of housing. This reflects the relative
wealth of the area, but also contributes
to the difficulty of attracting lower paid
skilled workers into the area, due to the
shortage of smaller cheaper homes. In
20095 the Land Registry identified the
average property price in the Borough as
being £250,000 which is approximately 8
times the average household income of
£29,446.

5
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Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2009

Economy
2.20 The local economy is buoyant with low levels
of unemployment and high rates of business
formation, particularly small businesses.
Since 1995 there has been a dramatic
increase in the number of jobs created
in the high technology, knowledge based
sector. Many of the firms, such as those at
Watchmoor Business Park, form part of a
larger business cluster based in and around
the Blackwater Valley towns. Surrey Heath
is ranked 20th of 408 local authorities for
having knowledge based local economies.
This has offset the decline in industrial and
manufacturing jobs. In addition, like many
areas, Surrey Heath has seen a recent
downturn in the demand for office premises.
The result is large numbers of empty offices
in central locations. Much of the Boroughs
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employment is located in Camberley
and Frimley. These areas are gradually
undergoing regeneration but are physically
constrained with little room for expansion.
2.21 The Ministry of Defence is a major
landowner and employer in the Borough but
this role is changing. The heathland areas
to the east of Camberley are firing ranges
or test tracks and there are a number of
large barracks in the Borough.
2.22 The level of unemployment has risen from
0.6% in March 2006 to 2.1% in April 20106
(based on claimants at April 2010). This
is below the national average claimant rate
of 4.1% at April 2010. Surrey Heath has
high levels of economic activity, with some
90.6%7 of the working age population
aged 16 – 74 being economically active as
compared to 82% in the South East.
2.23 Years of strong economic growth have also
brought problems. The rising pressure
on housing and employment markets with
rising house prices makes Surrey Heath
one of the most expensive areas to live
outside of London. The gap between
incomes and house prices has widened
over the last decade.

Transport
2.24 There are almost equal flows of commuters
entering and leaving the Borough each day.
Rail services from Bagshot, Camberley
and Frimley are slow and usage by local
people is at a low level. Rail connections
to other towns in the Blackwater Valley are
either poor or non-existent. There is no
regular direct link to London: passengers
have to change trains at Ascot, Ash Vale or
Aldershot. Many local residents drive out
of the Borough to Brookwood, Farnborough
or Sunningdale to catch a direct rail service
to London Waterloo. Bus services are
improving from centres like Camberley but
are still poor in the villages. The major
road network within the Borough comprises
the M3 motorway, the A30, A322 and A331
(Blackwater Valley Relief Road). The M3
6
7
8
9

suffers from heavy peak time congestion,
which is projected to worsen. This in turn
has lead to increasing congestion on local
roads. The A322 provides a link from the
M3 to the M4 and to a lesser extent the A3.
2.25 Surrey Heath has the second highest rate
of car ownership in the South East with 1.63
cars per household8. Surrey Heath has the
highest rate of car ownership in Surrey.
Within Surrey Heath the highest rate of car
ownership is in the Parkside, St Pauls and
Town Wards (1.88 cars per household). The
lowest level of car ownership is in Old Dean
Ward (1.29 cars per household). Watchetts
and St Michaels Wards have the highest
proportion of households with no car or van.
2.26 There is a small airport in the Borough,
at Fairoaks to the east of Chobham. The
number of flights is currently very low and
well within the limits set by the licence.
Farnborough Aerodrome is located outside
of the Borough to the west. The aerodrome
is now a civil airfield used for business
aviation purposes and the number of flights is
expected to increase in the lifetime of the Core
Strategy. The flight path crosses Mytchett
and is a source of noise complaints from local
residents. A Public Safety Zone has been
designated for Farnborough Aerodrome and
this extends into part of Mytchett.

Water and Energy
2.27 Water supply is an issue in the Borough,
although at present there is an adequate
supply of drinking water and it is not
anticipated that this will be a problem
during the plan period although there is a
growing problem in other parts of the South
East. Water quality is an issue with all
rivers showing high levels of pollution from
Phosphates and the River Blackwater also
suffering pollution from Ammonia.
2.28 Energy usage9 in the Borough is higher
than that for the rest of the South East and
the UK. In particular household electricity
consumption is nearly 20% higher than for
the UK average.

Office for National Statistics - Labour Market Statistics
Source: Annual Population Survey 2007
Source: 2001 Census.
Dept of Energy and Climate Change figures for 2008
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Community Facilities
2.29 Surrey Heath has no major community
facilities other than Frimley Park
Hospital, which is the biggest Accident
and Emergency facility in Surrey and
serves north west Hampshire and parts of
Berkshire as well. Frimley Park Hospital is
also a major employer within the Borough,
employing some 4,500 people.
2.30 The Borough has a leisure centre in
Camberley. There are also country parks
in Frimley Green and Lightwater. There
are day centres in Camberley and Bagshot
that serve the needs of local elderly and
disabled residents. Camberley Library
provides a full range of services. Libraries
at Bagshot, Frimley Green and Lightwater
are smaller and have limited opening hours.
Camberley Theatre provides a local venue
for Arts, Film, Drama and Conference
facilities. The Surrey Heath Museum is
in Camberley, the Royal Logistics Corps
Museum is at Deepcut and there is a
small local museum in Chobham. In
addition the Surrey Heath Archaeological
and Heritage Trust are based in Bagshot
and the Basingstoke Canal Visitor Centre
is at Mytchett.
2.31 The village halls are as follows: Briars
Community Centre, Connaught Pavilion,
Frimley Community Centre, Heatherside
Community Centre, Mytchett Community
Centre, Bagshot Playing Field Association,
Deepcut Village Centre, Chobham
Community Centre, Bisley Village Hall
and Tringham Hall, West End. These are a
focus for the local community and support
local activities and sustainability.

Towns and Villages
Camberley, Frimley, Frimley Green
and Mytchett
2.32 Camberley is the largest town in the
Borough. As a result of development
since the 1950’s it has gradually merged
with Frimley, Frimley Green and Mytchett
to form a large linear urban area on the
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western edge of the Borough. Together
these have the services and infrastructure
that the rural settlements lack, although
the outer edges are poorly served by public
transport. This area has close physical
links with Farnborough in Hampshire.
2.33 Camberley has a medium sized town
centre, offering a good range of shops
and other services. However, like other
towns in the Blackwater Valley, it does
not offer the full range of shops, leisure,
employment and other services that its
catchment population requires. The Atrium
which opened in 2008 has improved the
retail and leisure facilities available. A key
issue for the town centre remains the need
for the redevelopment and regeneration of
the London Road/ A30 frontage and with
this the enhancement of the public realm in
other parts of the town centre. Outside of
the town centre the bulk of the town has a
high quality environment with prosperous
residents. There are, however, small
pockets of deprivation in which health is
poorer and crime levels are higher than for
the rest of the Borough. Camberley has its
origins in a service settlement for the Staff
College and Royal Military Academy. This
is reflected in the Victorian/ Edwardian
character of much of the existing built
fabric, street scene and pattern.
2.34 Both Camberley and Frimley have railway
stations. The current rail service functions
largely as a branch line with limited main
line service but is capable of improvement.
Many residents drive to Farnborough
Station and use the faster more direct train
service to London.
2.35 Frimley is physically separated from
Camberley by the M3 motorway. Frimley
functions as a District centre with a good
range of shops and services, including
a secondary school, and some major
employers. In particular Frimley Park
Hospital a major sub-regional health
facility is located here. The hospital is the
biggest employer in the Borough. Frimley
is older than Camberley but very little of
the older village origins now remain.
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2.36 Frimley Green has a good range of local
services including a primary school, a
library, doctors surgery but no bank. It still
has a village green but other reminders of
its village origins are concealed amongst
newer development.
2.37 Mytchett lies to the south of Frimley Green.
The area is served by a primary school,
has a doctors surgery and a small range of
local shops. Railway stations at Ash Vale
and North Camp (Farnborough) are just
within walking distance. The settlement
area is partly covered by the Farnborough
Aerodrome Public Safety Zone.
2.38 Parts of this area are at risk from flooding
from the River Blackwater and its
tributaries.

Lightwater
2.39 Lightwater was originally a largely Victorian
village based around local farms, very little
of the original character now remains. It
has no secondary school, or railway
station, but does have a bank, primary
school, sub post office and supermarket
and regular but infrequent bus services.
Part of Lightwater is at risk from flooding
caused in part by surface water run off
from the heathland.

Bagshot
2.40 Bagshot is a very old village and parts
of this still remain, although it has the
outward appearance of a largely Victorian
settlement. It has a railway station, local
bus services, a day centre for the elderly, a
building society and a supermarket, but no
bank or secondary school. Bagshot is the
most sustainable of the rural settlements
with a good range of local services and
shops.
Moreover it is possible that
infrastructure improvements to meet a
wider need, in particular improved rail
and bus services for commuters, may be
achievable in Bagshot. Part of central
Bagshot is at risk from flooding of the
Windlebrook and surface water run-off has
also been a problem in recent years.

Deepcut
2.41 The small settlement of Deepcut lies to the
east of Frimley Green and developed to
serve the military establishment. Deepcut
has recently accommodated new housing
on surplus Ministry of Defence land. The
Ministry of Defence owns large tracts
of land around the village as part of its
training estate, of which the Princess Royal
Barracks is now identified for disposal.
Deepcut has a local supermarket and bus
services which are regular but infrequent.
However, the local school has closed,
there is no bank or doctors surgery, the
local shopping parade offers a very limited
range of shops and requires environmental
improvement. There is some local
employment in small local factories.

Bisley, Chobham, West End and
Windlesham
2.42 The smaller rural settlements in the east
of the Borough are Bisley, Chobham,
West End and Windlesham. Chobham in
particular retains many of its old buildings
and much of its character. They each
have a population of less than 5,000. All
have a sub post office, primary school and
regular but infrequent bus services. There
is a small voluntary aided senior school in
West End but most children aged 11 – 16
travel to Camberley, Knaphill or Woking.
None has a bank, supermarket or railway
station; Bisley has no doctors surgery
in the village. Most villagers wishing to
use the train travel to stations outside
of the Borough. There are no direct bus
connections from some of the villages
to the stations and only limited parking.
These settlements all have small local
employment sites. The risk of flooding
from the Mill Bourne (Halebourne) and
The Bourne is a problem in parts of Bisley,
Chobham and West End.
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3

The Challenges

3.1

Surrey Heath is located in a prosperous area
of the South East. It is located on the edge
of Surrey and borders both Hampshire and
Berkshire and lies within the prosperous arc
around the western edge of the South East.

•

44% of the Borough is Green Belt

•

23% of the Borough is covered by
European designations protecting
biodiversity

The main characteristics of the Borough are:

•

Nowhere in the Borough is more than
3km from the Thames Basin Heaths
Special Protection Area (SPA)

•

Growing cultural diversity

3.2

•
•

•
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High quality of life, ranked third in the
whole of the UK10
Average property prices have fallen
from £280,345 in 2004 to £250,000 in
2009. However affordability is still a
major concern

•

High life expectancy and an ageing
population

•

Average gross weekly11 pay is £590
compared with the £466 national
average

One of the lowest crime rates in
England although residents fear of
crime remains a concern

•

The Borough is also split in half in
character terms with the western half
being predominantly built area and the
east being countryside

•

A small number of wards in Camberley
in which life expectancy is notably
lower than the Borough average, crime
rates are higher, health is poorer and
ethnic minority populations slightly
higher.

•

The military training estate is the
biggest landowner in the Borough.

•

Strong economic, housing market
and transport linkages with Hart and
Rushmoor districts.

•

High levels of economic activity 73.9%
of 16-74 year olds compared with
66.5% nationally12

•

Low levels of unemployment with 2.1%
of economically active population
claiming Job Seekers allowance as
compared with 4.1% nationally

•

A strong local economy but with
limited room for growth of employment
floorspace

•

Over a quarter of adult residents
are educated to degree or similar
professional level compared with 20%13
nationally

•

18% of adults have no qualification
compared with 29% nationally

•

High levels of car ownership, 89.5% of
households own one or more vehicles
(the highest in Surrey) compared with
73% nationally

•

High levels of in and out commuting
much of it by road, of those who use rail
many drive out of the Borough to use
mainline rail services in neighbouring
districts

3.3

The overriding challenge for the Borough
is to deliver additional development and
infrastructure that benefits the changing
population but does not compromise the
quality of life of existing residents or cause
harm to the environment, in particular the
SPA.

3.4

This is not an easy challenge to address,
the Borough Council will work with key
service providers, residents and businesses
to address the issues and concerns that
arise. We will maximise opportunities for

10

Halifax Quality of Life Survey 2009

11

2009 Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) – mean average weekly pay excluding overtime

12

2001 Census

13

2001 Census
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investment in better services and facilities
offered by new development. In particular
we will look to improve and enhance the
green infrastructure network of the Borough
to address the need to move pressure for
recreational use away from the SPA.

Key Challenges
3.5

Key challenges that we need to address in
the lifetime of the Plan are as follows.

3.6

The bulk of development will continue to
occur in the west of the Borough. The
military training estate and the SPA limit
any opportunity for expansion so we must
plan for growth in a way that makes the
most efficient use of land and buildings,
but at the same time protect and enhance
the quality of the built environment, open
space and the public realm.

3.7

Good design makes places better to live in
and helps create sustainable communities.
Through good design new development
represents an opportunity to improve
and enhance the urban area making it
more attractive, accessible and safer for
residents.

3.8

Development must be focussed in the
right places and land used wisely. Town
and district centres need to be supported
to deliver the right balance of uses and
continue to be attractive to residents and
businesses.

3.9

Nearly half of the Borough is Green Belt.
The success in protecting this area over
the years has shaped the rural settlements
however there is still a need to plan for local
growth. The availability of suitable sites is
constrained by the Green Belt and as a
consequence making best use of available
land is a key challenge.

3.10 Biodiversity is a major issue and a constraint
on development in the Borough, particularly
new housing. There is a need to develop
a comprehensive approach to avoidance
measures. A key measure in this approach
will be the provision of new or improved
green spaces and the development of a
green infrastructure strategy.

3.11 The high cost of housing and cost of
living means that affording a place to live
is a problem even for those on average
incomes. The North West Surrey and
North East Hampshire Strategic Housing
Market Assessment identified a net annual
shortfall of 632 affordable units per annum
in Surrey Heath. The greatest need is for
social rented housing.
3.12 The ageing population will present a
challenge for housing, health, employment
and social support. By 2026 the proportion
of over 55’s will be 33.9% compared to
32.8% nationally.
3.13 The role of the military within the Borough
is changing. Whilst it continues to be a
major landowner with military ranges and
training areas, as military training facilities
are centralised, barracks will close. Those
areas and communities dependent on
these establishments will need support.
The opportunities for regeneration that this
presents must be centred upon creating
and shaping sustainable new communities
whilst respecting the views and meeting the
needs of the existing local communities.
This is a particular issue for Deepcut
following the announcement of the intention
to dispose of Princess Royal Barracks.
3.14 High levels of car ownership reflect not
only the prosperity of the area but also
the historically poor public transport
facilities. Bus services are improving but
many operate infrequently and not in the
evening. Train services are poor with few
direct mainline services and this affects the
type of businesses that want to locate in
the Borough.
3.15 The implications of climate change are
recognised by residents. We must plan for
the future and make better use of resources
to minimise the Boroughs contribution to
this problem.
3.16 Ensuring that for those issues which cross
local authority boundaries, particularly
within the Blackwater Valley, there is an
integrated cross-boundary approach.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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High quality of life
Distinct sense of place
A thriving local economy
High quality natural environment and
significant amounts of open space
High earnings
Low unemployment
Good health
Low crime rate
Highly qualified population
Good educational attainment
Active voluntary sector
Articulate, effective and well organised
community groups in villages
High quality built environment
Good access by road
High quality and wide variety of sport and
recreational facilities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large carbon footprint
High property prices and land values
Ageing population
Growing gap between population needs and
infrastructure provision.
High office vacancy rates and loss of firms to
surrounding areas
Small local pockets of deprivation
Lack of affordable housing
Locally significant pressure on school places
Lacks articulate, effective and well organised
community groups in towns
High car dependence
Poor quality rail provision
Poor local transport provision outside of
Camberley.

Opportunities

Threats

• Investment in better services and
infrastructure
• Partnership working, providing better value
for money
• Improve economic performance through
regeneration of sites particularly offices
• Increase role of sites for industrial use close
to primary road network
• Maximise use of urban, brownfield land in
sustainable locations
• Reinforce local character and distinctiveness
through ‘place shaping’ and the promotion of
high quality design
• Increase protection to areas of high nature
conservation value
• Promotion of walking, cycling and sustainable
transport
• Reduce the need to travel and use of the
private car to grow
• Improve facilities for sport and play
• Provide for the needs of a growing and
ageing population
• Reduce the level and fear of crime
• Increase provision of affordable housing
• Reduce flood risk
• Adopt measures to facilitate the reduction
of the Borough’s ecological footprint
• Provide an appropriate mix of housing to
address local needs
• Increase investment in our historic
environment
• Improve areas of open space and
opportunities for informal recreation and
healthy lifestyles

• Impact of reducing public  and private finances
to deliver adequate infrastructure and services
• The gap between infrastructure provision and
population growth widens
• Poor economic performance threatens
development viability and consequent financing
of infrastructure through developer contributions
• Growth of new employment floorspace in adjoining areas
• Lack of opportunity for new employment sites
• Excessive development in the urban area
• Pressure on Green Belt and urban open
spaces in search of lower land prices
• Lack of school places locally and increasing need
to travel longer distances for the ‘school run’
• Traffic congestion increases
• Car dependency continues to grow
• An ageing and increasingly dependant
population
• Growing levels of traffic congestion
• Flood risk increases due to climate change
• The borough’s carbon footprint continues to
increase
• Negative impact of population growth on areas
of high nature conservation interest
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4

Vision and Objectives
The Vision

4.1

The Vision has been informed by an
analysis of the characteristics of the
Borough, the key challenges and issues
facing it in the period up to 2028 and the
views of the local community on how they
should be dealt with. It also delivers the
Sustainable Community Strategy vision of
Surrey Heath as a desirable place to live,
learn, work and play.
By 2028 residents will continue to enjoy
a prosperous and high quality of life
based around sustainable growth and
a strong economy supporting a healthy,
safe and diverse society that enjoys a
high quality environment in which the
natural heathland environment and
character of towns and villages (with
their green areas) is protected and
enhanced. New development will be
climate change resilient and continue to
be well designed and of a high quality.
This will include housing that meets the
needs and aspirations of all sectors of
the local community. The community
will continue to have good access to
high quality employment, healthcare and
education. Rates of economic activity
will remain high, the local community
will be more active with improved access
to leisure and recreational facilities and
a network of green infrastructure.

4.2

To deliver continuing economic success
and prosperity, the regeneration and
enhancement of the core employment
areas in Camberley and Frimley will be
promoted and supported. The Council will
work with major employers in the Borough
and others to attract new investment into
the area, regenerate existing important
employment areas, and support employers
in adapting to changes in the economy with
the benefit of a highly skilled workforce
to support it. The Council will continue to
support Frimley Park Hospital in its role as
a major local employer and as a provider of
high quality and wide ranging health care
for the local area. The continuing need for

some of the smaller employment sites will
be reviewed to help meet the Boroughs
housing needs.
4.3

Camberley town centre will remain the
key retail and commercial centre within
the Borough and a secondary regional
town centre.
The town centre’s role
as a successful and popular shopping
destination will be enhanced by increases
in retail floorspace particularly along
the London Road frontage and the
refurbishment of the central shopping area
in Main Square. Its role as a main office
based employment centre will continue but
regeneration will present opportunities for
housing. The town centres growing role
as a leisure and cultural destination will be
supported. Accessibility will be enhanced
through improvements to public transport.

4.4

As the role of the military within the Borough
changes the Council will work with them to
find appropriate alternative uses for military
land. In particular Deepcut will become the
focus of a new sustainable community in
place of the Princess Royal Barracks.

4.5

Elsewhere the strategy will be to make
the best use of urban land and address as
far as possible local development needs.
New development will be prioritised in the
most sustainable areas. New development
will be required to protect and where the
opportunity arises enhance the built and
natural environment in the Boroughs towns
and villages. Good quality design will be the
key to achieving this. New development will
be expected to support measures to reduce
the need to travel and alternatives to travel
by car. New development will be expected
to enable the reduction of energy usage
and promote behavioural change that will
deliver more sustainable communities.

4.6

Frimley and Bagshot will continue in their
roles as important local service centres
and offer some opportunities for new
development.
The smaller centres of
Frimley Green and Mytchett will maintain
their current roles. New development
will continue to be in the form of infill and
19
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4.7

4.8

4.9

redevelopment on previously developed
land within the existing settlement areas.

		

Within the remaining rural villages of
Bisley, Chobham, Lightwater, West End
and Windlesham local employment
opportunities will continue to be supported.
Nonetheless, the role of these villages
as dormitory settlements is expected to
increase. The need to support and enhance
local services will remain. The historic
character and assets of these villages will
continue to be protected.

2

To provide sufficient new housing
to meet the Boroughs need without
causing harm to areas of importance
for biodiversity.

3

Provide housing that meets the needs
of all sections of the community.

4

Through the regeneration of the
Princess Royal Barracks site, to deliver
a sustainable rural community set
within a high quality built and natural
environment at Deepcut.

5

Protect and enhance biodiversity
within the Borough including sites of
local importance for biodiversity and
aim to deliver Surrey Biodiversity
Action Plan (BAP) targets.

6

Ensure that new development
contributes
to
environmental,
infrastructure
and
service
improvements and minimises impacts
upon both the natural and built
environment.

7

Ensure new development respects
the essential character of the local
area, including historic structures and
environment.

8

Maintain and protect the Countryside
and Green Spaces in settlement
areas and provide an integrated green
infrastructure network.

9

To support the development of a
waste strategy that improves levels
of recycling and minimises waste
production.

Countryside will continue to be protected
from inappropriate development.
In
particular the Green Belt will continue to be
preserved and enhanced. The dominant
land use will continue to be for military
training purposes and public open space
on the common land.
The economic
importance of agriculture and horticulture
will continue to decline with fragmentation
of farms and a corresponding growth in
equine establishments.
The European importance of the heathland
for biodiversity will continue to be a
dominating factor for new development
in the Borough. The development of a
co-ordinated approach to measures to
protect these areas from harm caused by
recreational use is a priority for the Council.
Developing a co-ordinated approach to
green infrastructure including new public
open space and enhanced links to improve
access to and enjoyment of the countryside
will be a key feature of the measures to
protect the heathland.

The Objectives
4.10 The objectives represent the key outcomes
required to deliver the Vision for the Borough.
The objectives have been grouped within the
5 key themes of the Sustainable Community
Strategies for Surrey and Surrey Heath
with an overarching objective of achieving
sustainable development.
1
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To promote and deliver sustainable
development in the Borough.

“Housing, Infrastructure and
Environment”

10 To minimise impact on climate change
and to minimise the effect of climate
change upon the Borough through a
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
and adoption of more environmentally
friendly technologies and practices in
both new and existing developments.
11

Improve travel choice and transport
services to encourage sustainable
travel patterns and, in particular,
reduce reliance on the private car.
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“Economic Development”

12 Maintain the economic role of the
Borough within the Western Corridor
and Blackwater Valley sub-region.
13 Promote the role of Camberley town
centre as a secondary regional centre
and as a safe and attractive retail,
cultural and entertainment centre with
a high quality of environment.
14 Maintain the role of Bagshot and
Frimley as district centres for local
shops, services and community
facilities and protect these uses
elsewhere in the Borough.
15 Identify sites on which employment
use should be maintained and growth
encouraged.
		 “Children and Young People”,
“Health and Well Being” and “Safer
and Stronger Communities”
16 Support the community through:
protection from crime and the fear of
crime, reflection of cultural diversity,
improved facilities for health, well
being and life-long learning.
17 Provide and support high quality
leisure and cultural facilities that are
accessible to all.

21
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5

Core Policies
Sustainable Development

5.1

Achieving sustainable development is the
guiding principle behind this Core Strategy.

5.2

The best definition of Sustainable
Development remains that drawn up
by the World Commission on Economic
Development in 1987, and is “development
that meets the needs of the present

without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs”.
The Council will apply this principle by
seeking to protect the environment, by
encouraging the prudent use of natural
resources,
by
encouraging
social
progress which recognises the needs
of everyone, and by maintaining stable
levels of economic growth.

CP1: Spatial Strategy
New development will be directed in accordance with the spatial strategy which provides the
most sustainable approach to accommodating growth making the best use of infrastructure
and services whilst respecting the character of the Borough.
New development will come forward largely through redevelopment of previously developed
land in the western part of the Borough.
Camberley (as shown on the Proposals Map), has scope for residential development across
the area. Employment growth will be achieved through redevelopment of existing sites and will
be largely focussed on the town centre and the nearby Core Employment Areas in Yorktown
and off Frimley Road. In addition to new housing and redevelopment of the station area,
Camberley Town Centre will also be the focus for major new retail development particularly on
the London Road frontage.
Frimley is a sustainable location but with limited potential for housing growth. The town centre
will continue to serve as district wide service centre supporting a wide range of local services.
Employment growth will be largely focussed on the Core Employment areas off Frimley Road,
within Frimley Town Centre, other large employment sites close by and at Frimley Park Hospital.
Frimley Green and Mytchett (as shown on the Proposals Map) offer limited opportunities
for housing and employment growth through redevelopment of existing sites.
The larger villages of Bagshot and Lightwater (as shown on the Proposals Map) will continue
in their respective roles as district and local centres but have limited capacity to accommodate
new development and this will be achieved primarily through redevelopment of existing sites.
At Deepcut, the land at Princess Royal Barracks, Deepcut represents a major redevelopment
opportunity that will enlarge the village and provide a major new housing area as well as the
opportunity to improve local services.
The smaller villages of Bisley, West End and Windlesham (including Snows Ride) and are inset
within the Green Belt (as shown on the Proposals Map). These villages have limited capacity
to accommodate development and this will be achieved primarily through redevelopment of
existing sites.
The settlement of Chobham is “washed over” by Green Belt (as shown on the Proposals Map).
This village has limited capacity to accommodate any new development.
Within the countryside the current extent of the Green Belt (as shown on the Proposals Map) will
be maintained. Any change to the boundaries of the Major Developed Sites will be considered
through the site allocations DPD. Development in the Countryside beyond the Green Belt (as
shown on the Proposals Map) which results in the coalescence of settlements will not be permitted.
23
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5.3

5.4

5.5

The Spatial Strategy for the Borough
seeks to deliver development in a
sustainable manner. New development
will be concentrated in locations which
are or can be made sustainable.
Concentrating development in the
western part of the Borough accords
with the identification of that area as
part of the Western Corridor/ Blackwater
valley sub-regional growth area and
the identification of Camberley as a
secondary regional town centre which
is expected to accommodate major
developments. This part of the Borough
also has access to the best rail and
bus links either within the Borough or
within neighbouring Farnborough which
is identified as a Transport Interchange
in the South East Plan. Development
in this part of the Borough also has the
best access to local services and is
most likely to make use of previously
developed land.
To support the Spatial Strategy the
Borough Council will prepare an Area
Action Plan (AAP) for Camberley Town
Centre and further guidance for the
western area of the Borough around
Camberley and Frimley, including
Frimley Town Centre and the Core
Employment Areas.
The approach
for the Camberley Town Centre AAP
is set out in Policy CP10.
Further
guidance for the western area around
Camberley and Frimley will address the
issues around the regeneration of the
Core Employment Areas, regeneration
of the A30 west of Camberley Town
Centre, the role of Frimley Town Centre,
Frimley Park Hospital, the quality of the
urban environment, new housing sites,
localised pockets of deprivation, needs
of ethnic minorities in this area and
tackling key infrastructure needs.
The bulk of new development that will
occur in the Borough will be in the form of
new housing. The overriding constraint
that will determine how much, where and

14
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when most new housing development
takes place within the Borough will be
the need to avoid or mitigate for adverse
effects upon the Thames Basin Heaths
Special Protection Area and Thursley,
Pirbright, Ash and Chobham Common
Special Area of Conservation, both of
which are protected under European
and national legislation.
A green
infrastructure strategy will be central to
addressing this constraint.
5.6

Inappropriate development within the
Countryside will include proposals that
cause harm to its intrinsic character and
beauty, landscape diversity, heritage
and wildlife. In considering proposals for
development regard will be had to national
guidance14 as appropriate.

5.7

Major Developed Sites in the Green Belt
within the Borough are: the DERA site,
Chobham; Fairoaks Airport, Chobham;
and Gordons School, West End. A review
of the specific policies for these sites and
boundaries will be undertaken through
a Site Allocations Development Plan
Document. Further policies relating to the
control of development in the countryside
are included in the Development
Management Policies.

5.8

This policy addresses the Vision of the
Sustainable Community Strategy to
sustain and constantly improve Surrey
Heath as a desirable place to live, learn,
work and play. It supports delivery of the
objectives of the Sustainable Community
Strategy to ensure that, in particular, new
development ensures that residents live
in attractive towns and villages, have a
range of diverse leisure facilities and good
access to well maintained open spaces,
have good public transport systems
available and access to affordable
housing that enhances communities. This
policy also addresses the overarching
theme of the impact of development on
local services.

Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts (January 1995), Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable
Economic Growth (2009) and Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable Development in Rural Areas (2004)
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CP2: Sustainable Development and Design
The Borough Council will require development to:
(i)

Contribute to a reduction in the Borough’s own carbon dioxide emissions and thus to
the targets for reducing carbon dioxide emissions in the South East.

(ii)

Include installed capacity for decentralised renewable and low carbon energy to aid
achievement of sub-regional targets of 209MW by 2016;

(iii)

Secure water efficiency in new development or improve on existing efficiencies within
existing development;

(iv)

Ensure that all land is used efficiently within the context of its surroundings and respect
and enhance the quality of the urban, rural, natural and historic environments;

(v)

Create sustainable communities with a strong sense of place that are safe and have
easy access to a range of high quality services;

(vi)

Promote healthy communities through improved access and opportunities for formal
and informal recreation through use of green infrastructure;

(vii) Be climate change resilient, in particular reducing the risk from all types of flooding
and improving water quality;
(viii) Promote smart economic growth which aims to supply a range of accessible
employment opportunities, life long learning and skills training and which enables
flexible working practices.

5.9

In promoting a strategy for sustainable
development not only will development be
directed to the most sustainable locations
but development will be expected to promote
a safe, healthy and sustainable lifestyle.
This will be achieved through sustainable
design including measures to achieve
the promotion of energy efficiency, water
efficiency, promoting the use of sustainable
materials, and the creation of communities
that have easy access to high quality local
services that are easily accessible without
the use of the car. The Council will promote

high quality design in new developments
and access to high quality open space and
leisure facilities. The Council will prepare
an SPD addressing the issue of sustainable
development to support the implementation
of this policy and the related Development
Management Policies.
5.10 This policy addresses the Vision of the
Sustainable Community Strategy to
sustain and constantly improve Surrey
Heath as a desirable place to live, learn,
work and play.
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Housing
CP3: Scale And Distribution Of New Housing
Within the period 2011-2028 the Borough Council will make provision for 3,240 (net) additional
dwellings. This will be provided by:
(i)

Promoting the use of previously developed land in settlement areas and ensuring the
most effective use of that land;

(ii)

Allocating the Princess Royal Barracks, Deepcut for redevelopment for some
1200 new homes

(iii)

After 2025 if insufficient sites have come forward within settlement areas release of
sustainable sites in the Countryside beyond the Green Belt

(iv)

Small scale affordable housing schemes as rural exception sites outside of settlement
boundaries of the rural villages;

(v)

Resisting any development that involves a net loss of housing unless it can be
demonstrated that the benefits outweigh the harm.

Within the period 2011-2025 the provision of 2,730 (net) additional dwellings will generally be
distributed as follows:
Bagshot

270 (10%)

Frimley Green

20 (1%)

Bisley

45 (2%)

Lightwater

40 (1%)

Camberley

860 (31%)

Mytchett

55 (2%)

Chobham*

55 (2%)

West End

20 (1%)

Deepcut†

1235 (45%)

Windlesham

20 (1%)

Frimley

120 (4%)

Total

2,730 (100%)15

* The figure for Chobham includes allowance for rural exceptions
† The figure for Deepcut includes 1,200 units allocated to Princess Royal Barracks

Within the period 2026-2028 the Borough Council will make provision for 510 dwellings
within settlement areas or if insufficient sites come forward then through the release of
sustainable sites within the Countryside beyond the Green Belt.
The Council will not permit development which, either alone or in-combination with other
development, has an adverse effect upon the integrity of the European Sites.
5.11 For the purposes of this policy housing land
supply is calculated up to 2028 to ensure
a 15 year supply of land after adoption.
‘Infilling’ is defined as the development of
a small gap in an otherwise continuous
frontage, or the small scale redevelopment
of existing properties within such a frontage
but not backland development. ‘Rural
exception sites’ are defined as small sites
specifically for 100% affordable housing
provided in perpetuity on land adjoining
rural settlements upon which housing
development would not normally be
permitted. These sites seek to address the
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Please note figures may not sum due to rounding

needs of the rural community to ensure that
they continue to develop as sustainable
mixed and inclusive communities by
providing accommodation for households
who are either current residents or have an
existing family or employment connection.
The terms housing and dwelling includes
flats.
5.12 The ability of the Borough to provide new
housing is dependent upon its ability to
ensure that no harm is caused to the
European sites. Some 22% of the Borough
is covered by such sites and much of the
area immediately around the Borough is
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also covered by this designation. As a
result all net new residential development
in the Borough must contribute toward
mitigation and avoidance measures.
5.13 The agreed approach to avoidance
(and mitigation) arises from the Habitat
Regulations and the approach agreed
with Natural England, namely the provision
of areas of Suitable Alternative Natural
Greenspace (SANGs) and the setting
up of an Access Management Project is
set out in South East Plan Policy NRM 6.
The Council is working toward providing
sufficient SANGs to enable the Council to
deliver its housing allocation up to 2028 and
will continue to explore further opportunities
to provide SANGs beyond that date. The
Council has adopted an Interim Avoidance
strategy to address this issue which will be
updated and adopted as an SPD in 2011.
The matter is dealt with further in policies
CP13 and CP14. The Council has identified
the need to provide for an additional large
SANG in the west of the Borough. The
Council has identified land off Lake Road/
St Catherine’s Road, Frimley Green as the
most suitable site and indicated its intention
to acquire this site. The need for and use of
this site as a SANG will be explored further
as part of the work on the Site Allocations
Development Plan Document.
5.14 If after the first 10 years of the plan it is clear
that insufficient housing sites are coming
forward, in line with the housing trajectory
the Council will seek to release sites in the
Countryside beyond the Green Belt prior to
2028. The trigger for such a release will be
a 10% shortfall of the estimated housing
delivery in Years 1-10. In considering the
release of sites in the Countryside beyond
the Green Belt, the overriding concern
will be the need to avoid significant effect
upon the European sites. The phasing of
sites in the Countryside beyond the Green
Belt will be considered in a Site Allocations
Development Plan Document.

Housing Land Supply
5.15 The progress being made to meeting the
districts housing requirement is set out top
right.

16

Excludes renewals and reserve matters

No of Units
(net)
Dwelling Requirement from South
East Plan 2006-2026

3,740

Additional Years Annual SEP
Requirement to 2028

374

Completions between 1st April
2006 and 31st March 2011

875

Remaining Requirement for
period 1st April 2011 to 31st
March 2028

3,240
(rounded
from 3,239)

5.16 In the period 1st October 2005 to 31st March
2010 the Borough Council has issued new
planning permissions16 for 834 net new
additional dwellings. This is because of the
difficulty in providing SANGs. As a result
the housing land supply of the Borough had
dwindled such that at 1st April 2011 only
an 2.37 year land supply existed (including
soft commitments). The land supply is
unlikely to increase within the next few
years until the numbers of units coming
forward exceeds build rates. Thus for the
first time a Development Plan for Surrey
Heath will not have a front loaded housing
land supply. Moreover it is anticipated that
it will take at least 5 years for an adequate
land supply to accumulate. As such the
Borough Council anticipates the phasing
of housing delivery over the plan period as
set out in the table below.

Period

Anticipated
Delivery of
Dwellings (net)

1st April 2011 - 31st March 2016

700

1st April 2016 - 31st March 2021

1,055

1st April 2021 - 31st March 2026

975

1st April 2026 - 31st March 2028

510

Total

3,240

5.17 This policy addresses delivery of
development in the local area and impact
upon infrastructure which is one of the
overarching themes within the Sustainable
Community Strategy.
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Princess Royal Barracks,
Deepcut
5.18 Princess Royal Barracks has been
declared surplus to requirement by the
Ministry of Defence. The Barracks is
currently occupied by the Royal Logistics
Corps who are expected to remain on
site until 2013. It is not anticipated that
housebuilding will commence on this
site until 2016 at the earliest. The site
represents a substantial opportunity for
redevelopment within the Borough.

5.19 The site is located at Deepcut, a small
settlement with poor local facilities and
declining environmental quality. The site is
not a highly sustainable location due to the
poor local facilities, distance from local centres
and poor accessibility by public transport and
other non-car modes. However, there are no
alternative sites of a similar size available in
the Borough. Development of other greenfield
sites to release a similar number of dwellings
would result in development on sites that
are no more sustainable but are too small to
deliver the services and infrastructure required
and are thus in reality less sustainable.

CP4: Deepcut
Provision will be made for new housing development on land at Princess Royal Barracks,
Deepcut (as shown on the Proposals Map). This site will provide some 1200 net new dwellings
and is anticipated to deliver housing from 2016 onward.
New development on land at Princess Royal Barracks and on other sites within Deepcut
should contribute toward the delivery of an expanded rural settlement at Deepcut which will
create a new community that is vibrant, sustainable, comprehensive and well designed. In
particular new development will be required to contribute toward delivery of the following:
(i)

A safe and high quality environment reflecting the rural nature of Deepcut’s setting

(ii)

A target of 35% of housing provision to be affordable.
identified need in accordance with Policy CP6.

(iii)

Opportunities for local employment which may include provision of small business units

(iv)

Improved provision of retail and associated Class A uses to create sustainable shopping patterns

(v)

An enhanced or new village centre

(vi)

Community infrastructure including a new primary school, new health facilities, enhanced
library provision, enhanced community hall provision and possibly a place of worship.

Housing mix shall reflect

(vii) Physical infrastructure that is climate change resilient in particular addressing the
issue of ground and surface water flood risk
(viii) Residential development shall achieve CO2 reduction and water efficiency in line with
Code Level 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes
(ix)

New commercial or industrial development should achieve zero carbon and efficient
use and recycling of other resources in line with national requirements

(x)

Measures to reduce the impact of traffic upon and arising from Deepcut which will
include reducing demand for travel, improved public transport provision, a safe
integrated footpath/cycle route network linking to neighbouring settlements and key
services and improvements to the surrounding highway network .

(xi)

Measures to avoid new development having an impact upon the European Sites.

(xii) Measures to avoid new development having an impact upon the features and sites of
local importance for biodiversity
(xiii) Maintain the countryside gap between Deepcut and Heatherside and Deepcut and
Frimley Green
(xiv) Open space as part of a wider green infrastructure network to include formal public open
space and informal open space, including Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space (SANGs).
(xv) Enhancement of the setting of and improved linkages to the Basingstoke Canal.
(xvi) Measures to avoid new development having an impact upon the features and sites of
heritage importance, including the Basingstoke Canal and St Barbara’s Church.’
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5.20 Redevelopment of the Princess Royal
Barracks site represents an opportunity
to regenerate Deepcut village itself and
enhance the provision of local facilities and
services. This should include provision of
local services such as the primary school
and enhancement of existing facilities
in particular retail.
The scheme also
represents an opportunity to revitalise and
enhance the Basingstoke Canal, which is a
Conservation Area and a SSSI. The canal
is both a leisure opportunity and a possible
cycle route/ footpath link to the railway
station and local services in Brookwood.
Any such scheme must recognise the need
to protect and enhance the biodiversity
of the canal. In addition there may be
opportunities to use the drainage system
to provide an additional water supply for
the Canal, which lacks a suitable supply of
water at this point in its course.
5.21 The bulk of the redevelopment is likely
to be for housing and the major issues
for sustainability will be transport and the
provision of measures to avoid any impact
upon the European sites. It is considered that
the location is large enough to incorporate
avoidance measures17 to ensure that there
is no adverse effect upon the European
sites, as such it is not constrained by this
issue but this will be a key determinant of
eventual housing numbers.
5.22 The Borough Council has been working
with the local community to develop a
Vision for the new development as follows:
The Deepcut area will accommodate a
sustainable expanded settlement, formed
out of the former PRB site and the existing
Deepcut village. This will be distinct
and separate from the urban areas to
the west and north but linked to them
in a sustainable manner The expanded
Deepcut will be characterised by the rural
heathland landscape within which it sits.
Open space will thread through the built
up area, as well as providing much of the
setting of the village. The Basingstoke
Canal will play a more significant role
providing a recreational and landscape
resource and a major walking and cycling
17

link to nearby centres and rail facilities.
The expanded settlement will be a
socially vibrant community supporting
a sustainable lifestyle, where occupants
can live, work and play whilst allowing for
organic change and flexibility. The quality
of design and the general environment
will be high, reflecting a contemporary
interpretation of Surrey village patterns,
incorporating local features of character,
especially those having a military or
canal association as well as reflecting the
heathland setting.
5.23 For the purposes of this policy Code Level
6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes
should be interpreted as a requirement
to achieve zero carbon emissions over a
year and water consumption not exceed 80
litres per person per day. This requirement
reflects the Councils belief that housing
completions will not come forward before
2016. In the event that completions do
come forward before 2016 the Council will
work with developers to achieve high levels
of energy and water efficiency.
5.24 The Council is working to produce a
bespoke solution for open space on this
site. This reflects the need to incorporate
both Suitable Alternative Natural Green
Space and Accessible Natural Green
Space provision as part of the development
as well as provision for sports pitches
with changing rooms and facilities, other
formal open space, informal open space,
allotments and amenity space.
5.25 Further guidance in relation to this policy
and the future development of the site will
be provided in SPD including guidance on
design and layout and mix of uses. A small
part of the site on its eastern edge lies
within Guildford Borough. The Borough
Council will prepare this document jointly
with Guildford Borough Council. The SPD
will cover a wider area than the Princess
Royal Barracks and will address key offsite
requirements, impacts and linkages.
5.26 This policy seeks to ensure that new
development at Deepcut meets the objectives
of the Sustainable Community Strategy.

Avoidance measures will include both SANGs (Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space) and Access
Management measures
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Plan of boundary for Deepcut SPD
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Housing Mix and Type
CP5 – Affordable Housing
Over the lifetime of the Core Strategy, the Borough Council will seek a target of 35% of all net
additional housing as affordable, split evenly between social rented and intermediate.
The Borough Council will negotiate the overall quantity and type of on-site affordable housing
on a site by site basis, based on the following thresholds and targets: Developments of 5-9 units (net) – 20% on-site provision
Developments of 10-14 units (net) – 30% on site provision
Developments of 15 or more units (net) – 40% on site provision
The Borough Council will also negotiate a 20% affordable housing equivalent financial
contribution on sites of 3-4 units (net).
In seeking affordable housing provision the Borough Council will assess scheme viability,
including assessing the overall mix of affordable unit size and tenure, other development
scheme costs and any Housing Corporation grant subsidy secured.
A financial contribution in lieu of provision for affordable housing on developments of 5 or
more units (net) will only be acceptable where on-site provision is not achievable and where
equivalent provision cannot readily be provided by the developer on an alternative site. The
approach to seeking financial contributions in lieu of on-site provision will be set out in an
Affordable Housing SPD.
The requirement to provide affordable housing will apply to all residential development
including private retirement homes, sheltered accommodation and Extra Care schemes where
these fall within Use Class C3.
Schemes will be refused, where as a means of avoiding affordable housing provision, a
development site is sub-divided or is not developed to its full potential.
5.27 The North West Surrey and North East
Hampshire Strategic Housing Market
Assessment 2009 suggested a target for
Surrey Heath of 40% of all new housing
to be affordable, of which 50% should be
social rented and 50% other forms. The
study found an annual net shortfall of
632 units of affordable housing for Surrey
Heath.
5.28 The 2008 Affordable Housing – Financial
Viability Study indicated that 35-40%
affordable housing may be achievable
on sites of 15 or more units. However,
that report recognised that viability varies
within the Borough and even on a site
by site basis. In addition, that study was
undertaken at a time when the housing
market was at its peak. An update of that
study in 2010 suggests that this approach
is still reasonable. However, given the
current problems in the housing market

with financial institutions unwilling to lend
to developers the Council is of the view
that in the short term a more cautious
approach should be taken to viability
and as a result overall a lower target for
affordable housing sought. In the period
2006-2009, the Borough Council had an
average of 65 units per year of affordable
housing completed. However, as the effect
on housing land supply of the SPA coupled
with the current economic downturn
is reflected in diminishing numbers of
new homes being started, this rate of
completions will not be maintained. For
this reason a figure of 35% which would
deliver 1,134 affordable homes in the
period 2011 – 2028 is considered to be an
ambitious target for Surrey Heath.
5.29 Applicants, who cite non-viability as a
reason for not complying with the policy,
must support their case with financial
31
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evidence which they should submit with
a planning application. The evidence will
be open to public scrutiny and audited
by external experts at the cost of the
developer. Where the Council is satisfied
that the affordable housing target cannot be
provided in line with the policy a cascade
approach to negotiations will take place
including consideration of securing public
subsidy. As part of this the Council will also
consider the relative merits of the various
planning obligations in choosing which to
prioritise.
5.30 There can be issues relating to the very
dispersed nature of affordable housing
stock which can result from it being secured
singly, or perhaps in groups of 2 or 3 units.
Relatively dispersed affordable housing
stock can also result from an affordable
housing requirement on small sites, which
can present management problems for
Registered Social Landlords and lead
to a tenant feeling of isolation and other
problems. For these reasons the study
did not recommend the on-site provision
of affordable housing on sites below 5
units but instead suggested the seeking

of carefully judged financial contributions
from sites of 3 and 4 units.
5.31 Whilst the policy applies to all residential
development it is recognised that it may
be difficult to provide affordable housing
in private retirement homes, sheltered
accommodation and extra care schemes.
For such schemes the Council will on
a case by case basis have regard to the
requirements of registered social landlords
in considering whether it is reasonable to
seek affordable housing.
5.32 Further details will be set out in an Affordable
Housing SPD to support the implementation
of this policy. Subject to individual site
characteristics, the targets and thresholds
expressed in this policy will be used as the
basis for considering affordable housing
provision in a Site Allocations DPD
5.33 This policy supports the Vision of the
Sustainable Community strategy to sustain
and improve Surrey Heath as a desirable
place to live, supporting individuals to
achieve their full potential as part of the
community and providing affordable
housing.

CP6 – Dwelling Size and Type
The Borough Council will promote a range of housing types and tenures which reflect the
demand for market housing and need for affordable housing, including accommodation
for specialised needs.
The Borough Council will encourage market housing and unless evidence of housing need
or viability suggests otherwise, generally expect intermediate affordable and social rented
units to be provided in accordance with the Strategic Housing Market Assessment or other
subsequent assessments.
5.34 In Surrey Heath only 10% of all household
spaces are classed as ‘small dwellings’
compared with 36% across the South
East. 47% of the Borough’s housing stock
is in the form of detached dwellings, more
than twice the national level of 22% and
the stock of entry level properties (flats/
maisonettes/terraces) is 27% compared
with the national average of 45%.
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5.35 The mix of housing in Surrey Heath is
therefore significantly out of balance with the
South East and the UK. In addition, there is
an increased level of household formation
made up principally of smaller households
due to increasing levels of divorce,
separation and a rising birth rate, a trend that
is set to continue into the future. The likely
result is longer travel distances for those

1-bed

2-bed

3-bed

4+ bed

Market

10%

40%

40%

10%

Intermediate

20%

40%

40%

-

Social Rented

35%

30%

20%

15%
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who work in the Borough but are unable to
secure appropriate accommodation within
the Borough, and an unbalanced population
structure within the community.
5.36 The effect of having an imbalance in the
mix of housing is that the housing needs of
certain groups go unmet. Those seeking
small dwellings in the Borough for reasons
of affordability, convenience or simply
personal preference are likely to experience
far more difficulty in Surrey Heath than in
surrounding Boroughs. There is a need for
small dwellings to enable smaller and newly
forming households to access the housing
market and current provision is not enough
to keep pace with predicted demand whilst
also addressing the historic imbalance.
There is also a need for more specialised
forms of accommodation such as those for
older persons, which has been identified
in the Council’s Older & Disabled Persons

Housing Needs Study (2007) and Strategic
Housing Market Assessment (2009). The
provision of specialised accommodation
will be considered within a Site Allocations
DPD.
5.37 The Council’s Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA 2009) identified the
need for market and affordable dwellings
by size and tenure. These have been
reproduced in the table on page 32,
but may be subject to change following
subsequent assessments. When allocating
sites through a Site Allocations DPD, the
Borough Council will have regard to housing
mix as set out within this policy whilst
taking into account site characteristics and
viability.
5.38 This policy supports the Vision of the
Sustainable Community strategy to sustain
and improve Surrey Heath as a desirable
place to live.

CP7 – Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
The Borough Council will seek to provide an additional 19 pitches for Gypsies and Travellers
in the period up to 2027. Any additional requirements arising from further reviews of the
evidence of need will be planned for in the period up to 2027.
Provision shall be made for Travelling Showpeople in accordance with the review of the
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment.
The criteria for assessing applications and site allocations to come forward in a Site
Allocations DPD are contained within the Development Management Policies.
5.39 Within Surrey Heath there are currently two
publicly managed sites for Gypsies and
Travellers providing a total of 30 pitches.
There are no authorised private sites
for Gypsies and Travellers or Travelling
Showpeople.
5.40 In 2008 the Council undertook a joint Gypsy
and Traveller Accommodation Assessment
with Guildford and Waverley Borough
Councils. The GTAA identified a need
within the Borough for additional pitches
for Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople in line with the following:

5.41 The Council will review the Gypsy and
Traveller Accommodation Assessment
in 2011 and make further provision
accordingly.
5.42 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy vision of supporting
individuals to achieve their full potential as
part of the community.

19 pitches for Gypsies and Travellers
between 2006 and 2011;
10 pitches for Travelling Showpeople
between 2006 and 2011
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Employment and the
Local Economy
5.43 Surrey Heath straddles two sub-regional
growth areas, the Western Corridor/
Blackwater Valley sub-region which is the
sub-region identified in the South East Plan
for the largest increase in jobs in the South
East and the London Fringe also identified
for some growth. Much of this growth will be
centred on the regional hubs of Basingstoke,
Guildford, Reading and Woking with Surrey
Heath located in the area between. The
proximity to these growth hubs and the
major transport corridors that serve them
and Heathrow Airport is reflected in Surrey
Heaths relatively strong local economy.
The Council is working with both the Surrey
Economic Partnership and the North East
Hampshire and M3 Corridor Economic
Board to address its functional economic
area and the cross-boundary issues that
arise from this.
5.44 The Borough Council has undertaken a
joint Employment Land Review18 (ELR) with
Hart and Rushmoor District Councils. The
ELR concluded that overall the study area
has a relatively strong local economy. The
service and knowledge based sectors are
strongly represented with only a modest
manufacturing base.
The economic
strengths of the area, which influence its
ability to support new employment space in
future, are its good transport accessibility
within the buoyant western corridor
close to London, high levels of skills,
entrepreneurship and representation of
knowledge based growth sectors. These
along with the good quality of life factors
have led to reasonable levels of inward
investment. Weaknesses and potential
threats include potential constraints on
future supply of employment sites from
Green Belt and environmental factors, high
housing and wage costs and high levels of
out-commuting that potentially limit local
labour supply.
5.45 A market analysis of the current supply of
employment land in the Borough shows
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that some 19% is of lower quality, which is
a higher proportion than in the rest of the
study area.
5.46 Surrey Heath has the highest amount of
industrial space in the study area, 65%
of the total stock, but the lowest supply of
office space. It was the only district in the
study area to experience an overall loss of
employment space during the period 1999 –
2009. Surrey Heath has only a small office
market and this is declining as new and better
located business parks are constructed in
Hart and Rushmoor. Consequently, high
vacancy levels have persisted in Camberley
Town centre for a number of years, with
the town’s relatively poor rail connectivity
adding to the problem. Surrey Heath has
the highest proportion of vacant office floor
space (21%) in the study area. In respect of
industrial floorspace, there is a reasonable
supply of modern accommodation close to
the M3 and levels of demand are sufficient
to maintain low vacancy levels at 5%, similar
to that across the study area.
5.47 As with the other authorities, however,
Surrey Heath would appear to have more
than enough office floorspace to meet its
future needs under all forecasts of future
demand. Much of this potential supply is on
one large site in Lyon Way, Frimley. There
are, however, a number of other smaller
redevelopment opportunities in Camberley
and Frimley.
5.48 There are some major companies located
within the Borough such as Johnson and
Johnson, Merril Lynch and Toshiba. The
majority of companies are based within
either the service or the knowledge sector.
The number of jobs in the Borough increased
by 12.5% in the period 1995 to 2000 but
has subsequently declined by 9.3% in the
period to 200819. The decline has occurred
mostly in full time employment and mainly
within the manufacturing sector. Jobs in
manufacturing now represent only 6.9% of
jobs as compared with a peak of 16.5% in
1999. However, at 2.3%20 unemployment
remains significantly below the national and

18

Surrey Heath, Hart and Rushmoor Employment Land Review November 2009

19

Nomis Official Labour Market Statistics

20

January 2010 Claimant Statistics
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regional average. The target of 7,500 new
jobs is derived from the Experian projections
for 2008-2026 prepared for the South East
Plan (2009).

•

5.50 The principal disadvantages are:

5.49 The advantages of the Borough that will
shape its economic role are:
•

good transport accessibility
by motorway and air services;

•

close to good rail services;

•

located within an economically buoyant
sub-region and is close to London;

•

generally high rates of new business
formation and high job skills;

•

located in an area with strong growth
in business, financial and other service
activities and with high proportion of
knowledge based industries;

•

good broadband provision; and

the Borough benefits from attractive
countryside and a good quality of life.

•

a constrained future supply of sites
due to Green Belt and other factors;

•

the high cost of housing and wages;

•

high levels of out-commuting; and

•

limited local labour supply.

5.51 Working with partners to support
businesses in the area21 is a key aim for
the Council and part of maintaining a
strong economy and high employment.
The Core Strategy will support this by
ensuring sufficient supply of housing land
to provide housing that meets the needs
of the skilled labour supply required
and policies that are flexible enough to
accommodate the changing demands of
the local economy.

CP8 Employment
The Borough Council will seek to make provision for up to 7,500 new jobs in the period up
to 2027. It will do this by ensuring a flexible supply of high quality employment floorspace
utilising existing employment areas and promoting a more intensive use of these sites
through the recycling, refurbishment and regeneration of existing older or vacant stock
and promotion of flexible working practices.
Core Employment Areas, as identified upon the Proposals Map, will be retained for employment
use and along with Camberley Town Centre will be the focus for economic regeneration and
inward investment.
In particular new development in Core Employment Areas should not result in an overall
loss of industrial floorspace (Use Classes B1c or B2) with start-up industrial and incubation
units for high technology sectors encouraged. Proposals for uses (Use Class B8 or sui
generis with similar characteristics) dependent on having good access to the strategic road
network will be encouraged to locate within these areas. Proposals for alternative uses
within the Core Employment Areas will only be permitted where these support their integrity
and function as centres of employment.
On other employment sites redevelopment to provide small flexible B1 units will be promoted.
Loss of employment land on these sites will only be permitted where wider benefits to the
community can be shown.
Within Camberley Town Centre mixed use development which makes a positive contribution
to the economic role of the town centre and does not reduce provision of retail floorspace
will be promoted. In particular, schemes which upgrade the quality of the existing office
stock (B1a) will be encouraged even where overall this results in a net loss of floorspace.
The Borough Council will continue to work with the Surrey Heath Partnership and the local
business community to promote growth and ensure infrastructure is provided to support
business needs.
21

Sustainable Community Strategy for Surrey Heath 2009
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5.52 There is sufficient land in employment use22
to meet foreseeable future needs through
redevelopment and intensification of existing
sites on Core Employment Areas and other
employment sites. If lost from employment
use during times of economic recession this
land is unlikely to revert to employment use
in times of prosperity and it is for this reason
that its loss is resisted.
5.53 The Core Employment Areas are located
in the west of the Borough at Camberley
and Frimley and are well located to take
advantage of major road links and the main
rail and bus routes. The key issues for these
areas are the need to regenerate existing
floorspace to meet the needs of occupiers
and congestion on the local highway network.
It is considered that no new sites in similarly
sustainable locations exist elsewhere in the
Borough. The Borough Council is working
with local businesses in these areas to
look at opportunities for regeneration and
enhancement. The issue of congestion is
being explored through a joint study with
neighbouring local authorities in Hart and
Rushmoor, the county highways authorities
for Hampshire and Surrey and the Highways
Agency.
5.54 For the purposes of this policy ‘employment
uses’ are those falling under Use Class
B of the Use Classes Order 2005 (or any
subsequent amendment) and uses which
perform similar employment generating
uses or functions (non-retail). ‘Alternative
uses’ are activities such as crèches and
coffee shops which support the needs of
businesses within the Core Employment
Areas.
5.55 Within Camberley Town Centre23 there is
a longstanding surplus of office floorspace
much of it unsuited to the needs of modern
office users. Evidence of long term vacancy
rates and changing needs of occupiers
suggest that there is no need for the current
level of office floorspace within the town
centre. Redevelopment of such sites as
part of mixed use schemes to provide
modern good quality office floorspace will be
encouraged. Employment growth within the
retail sector, over the long term, is expected
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to replace that lost within the offices.
5.56 The biggest predicted growth24 in
employment is within the Business
Services and Health Sectors. Business
Services is a broad sector which include
a range of specialist financial, insurance
and general business service activities.
The existing Business Services sector is
located predominantly in Camberley Town
centre and on the Core Employment Areas
within Camberley and Frimley. Future
growth in this sector will be affected by the
ageing supply of town centre office stock,
limited choice of business park premises
and increasing competition from areas with
improving transport links and these issues
will need to be addressed.
5.57 The growth in the Health Sector seems likely
to reflect growth in employment at Frimley
Park Hospital rather than immediate links to
centres with medical or bioscience research
and development.
5.58 In addition sectors with future growth
potential within Surrey Heath could include
ICT and Creative Industries/Media. There
is already an above regional average
level of representation of the ICT sector
in the Borough. Maintaining a good level
of provision of small, managed business
premises will help support this sector and
retain the Boroughs competitive edge.
The Creative Industries/Media sector has
reasonable prospects for growth although
its presence is currently small. Its short/
medium term space requirements are
modest being not dissimilar to those of the
ICT sector but with many staff working at
home.
5.59 The Borough Council is currently preparing
an Economic Strategy which will be
published in late 2010. The approach
outlined above is considered to support the
overarching objective of PPS4 to achieve
sustainable economic growth.25
5.60 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining
and constantly improving Surrey Heath as
a desirable place to work and supporting
businesses in the area.

22

Surrey Heath, Hart and Rushmoor Employment Land Review November 2009

23

Policy CP10 Camberley Town Centre

24

Source is Experian Business Strategies 2009

25

Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth (December 2009)
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CP9 Hierarchy and Role of Centres
The Town and Village centres, as shown on the Key diagram, will continue to have a multi
functional role as centres for local services, local employment and in particular as retail
centres in the period up to 2027. The hierarchy of centres will be as follows: Town – Camberley
District – Bagshot and Frimley
Local – Chobham, Deepcut, Frimley Green, Lightwater and Windlesham
Neighbourhood – Bisley, West End and other neighbourhood parades
Retail centre boundaries, primary and secondary frontages will be identified in a Site
Allocations DPD or Area Action Plan and defined on the Proposals Map.
5.61 This policy defines the network and
hierarchy of centres that will meet the future
employment, community and retail needs of
the Borough in the period up to 2026. The
policy approach is set within the wider subregional context with Surrey Heath straddling
the boundaries of the London Fringe and
Western Corridor Blackwater Valley subregions. Whilst the Borough has only one
main town centre in Camberley which is a
secondary regional town centre26 it is close
to other similar centres such as Bracknell
and Farnborough and a number of primary
regional centres and thus has a polycentric
sub-regional context. A supporting technical
background paper has been prepared which
sets out how the hierarchy was defined. In
defining the hierarchy regard has been had
to the guidance in PPS4.27
5.62 The identified need for retail growth will be
largely accommodated within Camberley
Town Centre.28 Other centres, with the
exception of Deepcut, are not identified
as needing to expand to accommodate
additional growth although there may be
minor changes to primary and secondary
frontages. Similarly the Employment Land
Review did not indicate any need for growth
in the smaller centres.
5.63 In accordance with the Spatial Strategy29
Deepcut will experience some growth to
support the housing development of the
Princess Royal Barracks and as a result by
2026 will have changed its role within the
hierarchy to become a local centre. The
village centre will change in function and
the precise location of the centre and the
26
27
28
29

retail frontages within it will be addressed
through an SPD. Studies have been
undertaken to examine the employment,
retail and infrastructure needs of Deepcut.
5.64 The Surrey Heath Retail Study 2007 found
that Camberley fulfils the role of a major town
centre and that there was further capacity
for growth. This is addressed in further
detail in Policy CP10. The study found that
Bagshot and Frimley successfully filled their
roles as district shopping centres. There
was no indication that these centres could
support any major expansion of retail uses.
The study also looked at Chobham, Frimley
Green, Lightwater and Windlesham and
found that these functioned as local centres.
Bisley and West End were found to function
only as neighbourhood centres. The study
did not look at Deepcut.
5.65 This study was updated in early 2010
to consider the impact of the economic
recession on retail need and recent changes
in government guidance to incorporate
supplementary work undertaken for
Deepcut into the Borough wide picture.
5.66 The Town, District and Local Centres are
shown on the Key Diagram. Further work to
review and identify the boundaries of these
centres and the primary and secondary
frontages within them, will be undertaken
through either an Area Action Plan in the case
of Camberley Town Centre and for the rest of
the Borough through a Site Allocations DPD.
5.67 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining

South East Plan Policy TC1: Strategic Network of Town Centres
Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth (December 2009) Annex B
See Policy CP10 Camberley Town Centre’
Policy CP1 Spatial Strategy
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and constantly improving Surrey Heath as a
desirable place to live, learn, work and play.

Camberley Town Centre
5.68 Camberley is identified in the South East
Plan as part of the strategic network of
town centres in the south east, specifically
a secondary regional centre.
These
centres have a role as the focus for
continued growth, in particular: major
retail developments; uses which attract
large numbers of people; employment
particularly large scale leisure and offices
and a range of housing, where possible as
part of mixed use developments.
5.69 A number of studies have been carried out
for Camberley Town Centre: Blackwater
Valley Shopping Study 1989; Camberley
Town Centre Retail study (by Donaldsons)
1994 and Retail and Leisure Assessment
Report for Camberley (MVM) 1999. The
1989 study found that Camberley competes
with a number of similarly sized centres
within the Blackwater Valley at Aldershot,
Farnborough and Farnham. That study
identified 3 major development proposals

in Camberley and considered that these
would meet the retail needs of Camberley
for the then foreseeable future.
1.

Refurbishment of
(completed 1990)

Main

Square

2.

Redevelopment of Land West of Park
Street ( completed 2009 “The Atrium”)

3.

Redevelopment of the London Road/
High Street frontage ( still outstanding)

5.70 In 2007 the Surrey Heath Retail Study and
subsequent supplementary report looked
at the current market share of Camberley
within its catchment area and found that to
maintain its current market share Camberley
would need to enhance and expand its retail
floorspace beyond that coming forward in
The Atrium. In particular a need for further
comparison goods floorspace was identified.
Again it was felt that this growth could be
accommodated within the existing town
centre boundary with refurbishment of parts
of Main Square utilising some of the service
areas and redevelopment of the London
Road block. The study looked at the period
up to 2026. This study was updated in 2010.

CP10 Camberley Town Centre
The role of Camberley as a secondary regional town centre will be consolidated and enhanced
through measures to improve shopping, business, leisure, cultural and community activities.
Regeneration of the town centre to sustain vitality and viability and in particular address the
high level of office vacancies within the town and the poor environmental quality along the
London Road frontage will be promoted by the Borough Council. It is anticipated that up
to 200 new homes could be delivered alongside some 41,000 square metres of gross retail
floorspace in the period up to 2028.
New development should contribute toward some or all of the following as appropriate:
• Serve the retail needs of the resident population and the working population within the
catchment area for comparison and convenience goods
• Support the role of the town centre as a centre for employment
• Enhance the role of the town centre as a centre for leisure and cultural activity within the Borough
• Contribute to the enhancement of public transport services for the town centre and
improvements to the local highway network including pedestrian and cycling facilities.
• Create a high quality well designed environment
• Meeting the housing needs of the Borough
• Aspire, in residential schemes, to achieve CO2 reduction and water efficiency in line with
Code 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes
• Seek to achieve zero carbon and efficient use and recycling of other resources in new
commercial or retail development
• Avoid having an impact upon the European Sites.
• Protecting and enhancing Public Open Space
An Area Action Plan for Camberley Town Centre will be prepared to address the delivery of
the strategy.
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5.71 The Vision for Camberley Town Centre
that has been developed with the local
community, local businesses and other key
partners is as follows:
“Camberley town centre will be a thriving
town centre offering a wide range of
shops, excellent leisure facilities, high
quality office premises and residential
opportunities, and a full range of
community services for the local and
wider community.
There will be a high quality of design
with an attractive streetscene and a
range of natural and civic open spaces
for use by the public. There will be easy
access to the centre with a good public
transport system and an emphasis on
pedestrian priority.”
5.72 Camberley Town Centre will continue to
be a focus for major growth. The town
centre contains significant opportunities
for
regeneration
for
commercial
development in particular long term office
floorspace vacancies, to address poor
environmental quality and improve the
quality of the shops. It is not anticipated
that new office floorspace will be required
although replacement floorspace will be
sought where appropriate. In addition
redevelopment opportunities could provide
up to 200 new homes and enhance the
leisure and cultural role of the town centre.

5.74 The Council’s strategy for the town centre
will be addressed through an Area Action
Plan for Camberley Town Centre and other
Council projects such as the Camberley
Town Centre partnerships including a
community interest company.
5.75 The town centre has an important role as
a centre for employment. However, the
vacancy levels within the office market
have been high in recent years as many
buildings no longer meet modern needs.
There are a number of opportunities for
redevelopment within the town centre and
a flexible approach to uses will be taken to
facilitate redevelopment.
5.76 Within the town centre many of the flats
above shops are being lost as the needs
of retailers change and also environmental
conditions make such units unattractive.
However, the town centre represents an
opportunity to achieve high density housing
in a sustainable location. In addition the
town centre contains a number of edge of
centre employment locations which may be
better suited to residential use.
5.78 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining
and constantly improving Surrey Heath as a
desirable place to live, learn, work and play.

5.73 The focus for growth will be in retail
floorspace with continuing retailer interest
in the town centre which has performed well
against comparable centres. The demand
for growth remains despite the current
recession but it is recognised that this may
defer aspirations for growth. The demand
for growth for comparison goods floorspace
without any increase in market share within
the current catchment area is estimated at
some 39,500 square metres (gross)30. In
addition there is some demand for a limited
amount of convenience floorspace.

30

Surrey Heath Retail Needs Study 2010
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Infrastructure
CP11 Movement
The Council will support proposals to improve public transport in the Borough, particularly
that serving Camberley Town Centre and Deepcut. We will work with partners including
Central Government, Highways Agency, Surrey County Council, Network Rail, bus and rail
operators and developers, to achieve such improvements.
Where appropriate, land will be safeguarded and developer contributions sought.
The Council will work with the highway authority to seek improvements to and better
integration of walking and cycling routes and facilities, the efficient and safe operation
of the highway network while seeking to reduce the need to travel, encourage the use of
sustainable modes of transport and reduce the impact of traffic on residential areas.
New development that will generate a high number of trips will be directed toward previously
developed land in sustainable locations or will be required to demonstrate that it can be
made sustainable to reduce the need to travel and promote travel by sustainable modes
of transport. All new development should be appropriately located in relation to public
transport and the highway network and comply with the Council’s car parking standards.
5.79 Whilst one of the strengths of the Surrey
Heath transport system is its good access
from the highway network this also
brings associated problems of high car
dependency leading to traffic congestion
and unsustainable travel patterns. Without
intervention, this is likely to worsen over
time, posing a risk to economic growth
and the strategic and local highway
infrastructure.
5.80 Policy CP11 looks to address these
issues by seeking improvements to public
transport and seeking modal shift as well
as reducing the need to travel. Working
with partners the Borough Council is
actively involved in trying to address the
transport weaknesses in the Borough
through a variety of mechanisms.
5.81 The Government White Paper ‘Creating
Growth, Cutting Carbon (January 2011)
emphasises the need to encourage
sustainable local transport choices based
on local solutions. To achieve this, the
Borough Council working with Surrey
County Council has set up “Transport for
Surrey Heath” as part of the “Transport
for Surrey” initiative. This group will work
to identify transport and traffic issues
around the Borough and ensure better
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co-ordinated working between the two
Councils and transport providers within
the Borough. In particular it will work
to ensure that the Boroughs needs are
reflected in future Local Transport Plans
and the network, service development and
investment strategies of transport network
providers and operators. As part of this
work, the Council will where appropriate
require the use of travel plans by new
development and promote their use within
other areas.
5.82 Taking forward the themes of the White
Paper, Surrey County Council submitted a
Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF)
bid to government in June 2011 to support
the Surrey TravelSMART project. The aim
of TravelSMART is to promote economic
growth and sustainable travel throughout
Surrey. Although not included in the
initial LSTF bid the Borough Council and
Transport for Surrey Heath will continue to
work with Surrey County Council on future
LSTF bids for sustainable travel projects
in and around the Borough.
5.83 The Borough Council is also undertaking a
Camberley Town Centre Access Strategy
as part of its work on the Camberley Town
Centre Area Action Plan. The Strategy
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will explore how access to services and
facilities within the town centre can be
improved by use of sustainable transport
modes.
5.84 The Council’s Transport Assessment
(2010) undertaken by Surrey County
Council which includes development at
Deepcut does not highlight a need for
any major highways infrastructure on
the local highway network to support the
development set out in this Core Strategy
but identifies a need to undertake more
detailed studies to confirm whether
mitigation measures are required for
localised impacts. Any schemes identified
through further study or project transport
assessments will be included within
updates to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
and funding secured through financial
contributions where appropriate.
5.85 Building on the work undertaken for the
DaSTS initiative and TVMMS the Borough
Council working with the Highways Agency,
Surrey County Council, Hampshire
County Council, Rushmoor Borough and
Hart District Councils has assessed the
cumulative impact of development on the
Strategic Road Network (SRN) through
a ‘Transport Assessment for the M3
Corridor J3-4A’ (2011). The assessment
shows that by 2026 the cumulative level of
development planned within the M3 study
area may require mitigation measures on
the SRN although this is not seen as a bar
to development.
5.86 The Borough Council will continue to
work with the M3 study group to identify
mitigation measures, funding streams
and delivery mechanisms to enable joint
delivery of schemes on the SRN. Any such
schemes will be included within updates
of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and
an appropriate level of funding relative to
the level of development in Surrey Heath
sought through financial contributions.
Where appropriate, developers should
consider the impacts of their development
on the SRN through project transport
assessments and travel plans and liaise

with the M3 study group, in particular,
working with the Highways Agency to
secure appropriate mitigation on the SRN.
5.87 The Councils Car Parking Standards will
be set out in SPD.
5.88 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining
and constantly improving Surrey Heath as
a desirable place to live, learn, work and
play and the objective of improved traffic
flows.

Aviation
5.89 The future of aviation within the South
East is addressed in the government
White Paper on “The Future of Aviation”
(December 2003). The White Paper
provides a national context for the
development of airport capacity over
the next 30 years. The White Paper
advises that regional and local planning
frameworks should take account of the
benefits that development at smaller
airports could provide and consider
policies which facilitate the delivery of
growth at these airports. Fairoaks and
Farnborough are both identified as having
the potential to provide additional capacity
to cater for business aviation demand.
5.90 Farnborough Aerodrome lies just outside
of the Borough, but flight paths cross the
Borough. The flight path across Mytchett
has been designated a Public Safety Zone
by the Department for Transport.
5.91 The role of Fairoaks Airport both as a
provider of business aviation services
and an important local employer will be
supported. Fairoaks Airport is identified as
a Major Developed Site within the Green
Belt. The Borough Council expects the
future development needs of the site to be
addressed through an airport masterplan
to support its identification as a Major
Developed Site within the Green Belt as
set out in Policies RE17 and M21 of the
Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000. Those
policies will be updated and reviewed
through the Site Allocations DPD.
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CP12 Infrastructure Delivery and Implementation
Working with partners, the Borough Council will ensure that sufficient physical, social and
community infrastructure is provided to support the development identified in this Core
Strategy and subsequent DPDs through use of integrated demand and asset management
or new infrastructure provision.
The Borough Council’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan will be used to identify the timing, type
and number of infrastructure projects required to support the objectives and policies of
the strategy as well as the main funding mechanisms and lead agencies responsible for
their delivery.
Where funding gaps for infrastructure projects have been identified, the Borough Council
will, subject to viability, require developers to make a contribution toward the shortfall in
funding by way of either a financial or in-kind contribution. In the short-term contributions
will take the form of S106 contributions set out in a Developer Contributions SPD and in the
longer term as a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) charging schedule.
Where the delivery of development is dependent upon key infrastructure provision, that
development will be phased to coincide with the release of additional infrastructure or
service capacity as set out in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Capacity in infrastructure
and services will be monitored through regular updates of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
and future infrastructure needs assessments.
5.92 Infrastructure planning and delivery fulfil
a key role in the plan making process.
It can identify where or when deficits or
surpluses of capacity exist and predict
future capacity issues brought about by
development. The delivery of the right
infrastructure at the right time is integral to
the success of the Core Strategy and Local
Development Framework as a whole, this
approach is in accordance with regional
policy.31
5.93 The Borough Council will ensure that
development is supported by sufficient
physical,
social
and
community
infrastructure to meet the needs of future
Surrey Heath residents brought about
by development set out within this Core
Strategy and other Development Plan
Documents.
5.94 In line with the spatial strategy, the
Borough Council considers that the urban
west of the Borough and the Princess
Royal Barracks, Deepcut, offer the
best opportunity to secure necessary
infrastructure and service improvements
to
support
additional
development
either through better demand or asset

31
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management or through the provision of
additional infrastructure.
5.95 The Borough Council has produced
an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP),
which highlights the key infrastructure
projects that will be required to deliver
the objectives and policies of this Core
Strategy. The IDP sets out which projects
are required, where they are required and
by when, who will lead their delivery and
how projects will be funded.
5.96 Rather than being incorporated into
the Core Strategy document, the IDP
sits outside of but alongside the Core
Strategy as a living document which can
be updated on a regular basis to take
account of changing circumstances such
as project completions, start dates and
funding streams. Projects identified in the
IDP in the latter period of the LDF will be
more fluid at this stage and will evolve and
strengthen over time as greater certainty
emerges.
5.97 The IDP that accompanies this Core
Strategy is a product of partnership
working with the Surrey Heath Partnership
and other infrastructure providers. As

South East Plan (May 2009) Policy CC7: Infrastructure and Implementation
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such, governance arrangements are in
place to facilitate regular updates of the
IDP through the Surrey Heath Partnership,
aided by annual monitoring and future
infrastructure needs assessments. This
arrangement has the benefit of bringing
together a number of local service
providers, business representation and
the voluntary and community sectors that
can assist in the timing and delivery of
infrastructure projects.
5.98 Where the delivery of development is
dependent upon key infrastructure projects,
that development should be phased to
coincide with the release of additional
infrastructure capacity whether through
better demand or asset management
or provision of new infrastructure
and services. The IDP sets out which
infrastructure projects are critical to the
successful delivery of the Core Strategy
and contains a range of contingencies
should infrastructure projects be delayed
or cancelled.
5.99 The Borough Council realises that in
some circumstances there will be gaps
in funding for the provision of necessary
improvements or additions to the
infrastructure and service network which
will need to be addressed in order for
a project to proceed. Through the IDP,
the Borough Council will identify such
gaps and, subject to viability, expect
new development whether individually or
cumulatively to contribute either financially
or in-kind towards enhanced or new
infrastructure provision.
5.100 In the short-term any financial or in-kind
contributions will be sought through S106
obligations or unilateral undertakings
with a long-term view to securing such
contributions through a Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL). In the event
that the CIL scheme is superceded by
an alternative approach, then the policy
should also be read as applying to any
such alternative approach.

5.101 For the purposes of this policy infrastructure
is defined as:

Transport

Airports, ports, road
network, cycling and
walking infrastructure,
rail network

Housing

Affordable housing

Education

Further and higher
education, secondary
and primary education,
nursery schools and
early years education

Health

Acute care and general
hospitals, mental health
hospitals, health centres/
primary care trusts,
ambulance services

Supported
accommodation, social
and community facilities,
Social Infrastructure
sports centres, open
spaces, parks and play
space
Green Infrastructure See Policy CP13

Public Services

Waste management
and disposal, libraries,
cemeteries, emergency
services (police, fire,
ambulance) places of
worship, prisons, drug
treatment centres.

Utility services

Gas supply, electricity
supply, heat supply,
water supply, waste
water treatment,
telecommunications
infrastructure

Flood Defences
5.102 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining
and constantly improving Surrey Heath as
a desirable place to live, learn, work and
play.
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CP13 Green Infrastructure
The Borough Council, in partnership with other organisations, will plan for a network of
accessible and integrated green infrastructure across the Borough of Surrey Heath and
linked to neighbouring areas. The Council will seek to strengthen the role of the Green
Infrastructure network.
In considering proposals for any new development the Borough Council will encourage
schemes which contribute toward, or provide, opportunities to enhance the function of
existing green infrastructure, increase provision and improve connectivity. Development
which results in the loss, fragmentation or isolation of green infrastructure will be
resisted.
Green infrastructure of strategic importance will include those areas designated as European
sites and Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANGs) required to avoid and mitigate
impacts to the European sites.
5.103 Green Infrastructure is the network of
open spaces within the Borough and the
links between them and into surrounding
areas.
5.104 National guidance32 recognises that open
spaces and the activities they support
underpin people’s quality of life. The
South East Plan introduced a new policy
for Green Infrastructure which advises that
designation and management of green
infrastructure will be particularly important
in areas close to sites of international
ecological importance.
5.105 Within and immediately surrounding the
Borough are large areas of international
ecological importance, in particular
those areas forming part of the Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area
(SPA). In considering proposals for new
development within the Borough, the
Council will ensure that no harm will arise
to these internationally important sites.
The Borough Council is working as part
of a Joint Strategic Partnership of other
local authorities affected by the SPA,
together with Natural England, the local
wildlife trusts and other organisations to
find ways of ensuring harm does not occur
to the SPA. Within Surrey Heath much of

32
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the SPA is Common Land and accessible
to the public. The effect of increased
recreational use of these areas arising from
new development is a particular concern.
The approach being adopted is to identify
Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspaces
(SANGs) to act as alternative recreational
resources to the SPA. Alongside this,
the green infrastructure network will be
enhanced.
5.106 In addition to Green Spaces already
identified, types of areas that are identified
as possibly forming part of the Green
Infrastructure Network, include:
•

Parks and gardens, including urban
parks, country parks and large formal
gardens.

•

Natural and semi-natural urban green
spaces, including woodlands urban
forestry, scrub, grasslands (e.g.
downlands, commons and meadows),
wetlands, open and running water,
wastelands and derelict open land.

•

Green corridors, including river and
canal banks, cycleways and rights of
way.

PPG17: Planning for Open Space, Sport and Recreation (2002)
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•

Outdoor sports facilities (with natural
or artificial surfaces and either publicly
or privately owned) – including tennis
courts, bowling greens, sports pitches,
golf courses, athletics tracks, school
and other institutional playing fields,
and other outdoor sports areas.

•

Amenity green space (most commonly,
but not exclusively in housing areas) –
including informal recreation spaces,
green spaces in and around housing,
domestic gardens and village greens.

•

Provision for children and teenagers,
including play areas, skateboard
parks, outdoor basketball hoops,
and other more informal areas
(e.g. “hanging out” areas, teenage
shelters).

•

Allotments and  community gardens                        

•

Cemeteries and churchyards.                    

•

Accessible countryside in urban fringe
areas.

•

River and canal corridors.

•

Areas that act as corridors between
important habitat areas for key
species of birds and animals.

5.107 This policy will be supported by the
identification of Green Spaces and SANGs
in the Site Allocations DPD together with a
supporting SPD to address other aspects
of this policy. The SPD will take forward
work on a Green Infrastructure Strategy
for the Blackwater Valley currently being
undertaken with the adjoining local
authorities for Bracknell, Guildford, Hart,
Rushmoor, Waverley and Wokingham
together with Natural England, Hampshire
County Council and the Blackwater Valley
Countryside Service. The Strategy will
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identify existing green infrastructure
assets, the roles and functions of these,
improvements or enhancements that are
needed, the links between them, links that
need to be developed, gaps in the network
and an agreed approach to addressing
these issues. The green infrastructure
strategy will address not only issues
relating to biodiversity but also the
important social and cultural benefits that
arise for local residents and businesses.
5.108 Standards for the provision of open space
within new developments are set out in the
Development Management policies.
5.109 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining
and constantly improving Surrey Heath
as a desirable place to live, learn, work
and play. It also supports the objectives
of having good access to well maintained
open spaces and providing opportunities
for promoting and encouraging good
health and an active lifestyle.

Biodiversity
5.110 A simple definition of biodiversity is “the
variety of life forms, the ecological roles
they play, and the genetic diversity they
contain” (Wilcox 1984)33.
5.111 Biodiversity is a major issue in the
Borough. The heathland in the east of the
Borough is of European importance and
preventing harm to these areas arising
from recreational activity has constrained
the development of new housing.

Wilcox, B.A. (1984) In situ conservation of genetic resources: Determinants of minimum area requirements. P 640 in
J. A McNeely and K. R. Miller, eds. National parks Conservation, Congress on National Parks, Bali, Indonesia 11-22
October 1982. Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington D.C.
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CP14A Biodiversity and Nature Conservation
The Borough Council will seek to conserve and enhance biodiversity within Surrey Heath.
Working with partners, new opportunities for habitat creation and protection will be
explored in particular on biodiversity opportunity areas. Development that results in harm
to or loss of features of interest for biodiversity will not be permitted.
Particular regard will be had to the following hierarchy of important sites and habitats
within the Borough (as identified upon the Proposals Map): (i)

Special Protection Areas (SPA) and Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) (European)

(ii)

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and National Nature Reserves (National)

(iii)

Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI), Local Nature Reserves (LNR), other
Ancient Woodland not identified in (ii) above (Local)

Outside of these areas, new development will where appropriate be required to contribute
to the protection, management and enhancement of biodiversity. On locally designated
sites this will include those habitats and species listed in the Surrey Biodiversity Action
Plan (BAP).
Within locally designated sites development will not be permitted unless it is necessary for
appropriate on site management measures and can demonstrate no adverse impact to the
integrity of the nature conservation interest. Development adjacent to locally designated
sites will not be permitted where it has an adverse impact on the integrity of the nature
conservation interest.
The Council will work in partnership to restore and enhance Biodiversity Opportunity Areas
in particular those also designated as SPA or SAC which are of strategic importance.
CP14B European Sites
The Council will only permit development where it is satisfied that this will not give rise
to likely significant adverse effect upon the integrity of the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area and/or the Thursley, Ash, Pirbright & Chobham Common Special Area of
Conservation.
All new residential (net) development within 5km of the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area is considered to give rise to the possibility of likely significant effect.
Accordingly only new development that complies with the following requirements will be
permitted.
(i)

No (net) new residential development will be permitted within 400m of the SPA.

(ii) Non-residential development within 400m of the SPA will be required to demonstrate
that it is not likely to have a significant effect either alone or in combination with 		
other plans or projects.
Proposals for residential development elsewhere in the Borough will be required to provide
appropriate measures to avoid adverse effects upon the Thames Basin Heath Special
Protection Area in accordance with the Borough Councils adopted Avoidance Strategy (or
as subsequently amended)
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Such measures shall include:
(iii) All net new residential development shall provide or contribute toward the provision
of Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspaces(SANGs)
(iv) SANGS will be provided at a standard of at least 8ha per 1,000 new occupants.
(v) Developments of 10 or more net new dwellings will only be permitted within the
		
identified catchment areas of SANGs
(vi) All net new residential development shall contribute toward strategic access
management and monitoring (SAMM) measures
The effective avoidance of any identified adverse effects must be demonstrated and
secured prior to approval of the development.’
5.112 In order to conserve and enhance
biodiversity within the Borough, the damage
and fragmentation of habitats and species
must be avoided. This includes habitats
and species within parts of the Borough
that have not been designated or identified
as significant. New developments will be
expected, where appropriate, to incorporate
nature conservation interests and provide
opportunities for the enhancement of
habitats and species.
5.113 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI’s)
within the Borough are as follows:
Ash to Brookwood Heath
Basingstoke Canal
Broadmoor to Bagshot Woods and Heaths
Chobham Common ( also National Nature
Reserve)
Colony Bog to Bagshot Heath
5.114 Sites of Special Scientific Interest are
designated under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) by
Natural England. Development affecting
these areas is also assessed under that
legislation.
5.115 Of the types of sites listed in the policy, only
Sites of Nature Conservation Importance
and Local Nature Reserves are designated
by Surrey Heath Borough Council. These
areas are important both in their own right
and as part of the matrix of wildlife sites
across the Borough, providing corridors
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for wildlife to travel along. Identification of
sites is carried out in accordance with the
Surrey County Council draft Supplementary
Planning Guidance “Biodiversity and Nature
Conservation”. Sites are designated by
the Borough Council in consultation with
the Surrey Wildlife Trust and Surrey Nature
Conservation Liaison Group. Sites will be
reviewed as part of the work on the Site
Allocations Development Plan Document.
Regard will also be had to the best practice
guidance being developed by DEFRA on
the development and management of local
sites systems.
5.116 Within the Borough the following
Biodiversity Opportunity Areas34 have been
identified:
Blackwater River and floodplain
Chobham Common North Heaths (SPA/
SAC)
Chobham South Heaths (SPA/SAC)
Colony Bog, Bagshot Heath and Deepcut
Heaths (SPA)
Camberley and Broadmoor Heaths (SPA)
5.117 However, it is considered that this list fails
to address the need to improve biodiversity
on the wider matrix of heathland that
provides a corridor for wildlife between
these areas. The need to broaden the
identification of such opportunity areas will
be addressed through the work on Sites of
Nature Conservation Importance and the
Green Infrastructure Strategy.

Biodiversity Opportunity Area Statements (South East England Biodiversity Forum)
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5.118 In respect of development on locally
designated sites, appropriate on-site
management measures could include
works necessary for access, enhancement
works and visitor facilities.

European Sites and
SANGs
5.119 In particular there is a need to protect the
habitat of three species of birds, these
are the Dartford warbler, the woodlark
and the nightjar which nest upon the
heathland. The sites designated35 as
European sites cover approximately 23%
of the Borough and much of the area
surrounding the Borough. European and
national legislation requires that “any plan
or project” should not give rise to any likely
significant effect upon these areas. In
order to avoid any likely significant effect
proposals for development are required
to demonstrate that they can avoid or
mitigate any such effect. The significant
effect of most concern is disturbance to
wildlife and its habitat arising from the
recreational usage of the SPA. In particular
dog walking on these areas during the
breeding season has been identified as
a concern. The approach that has been
agreed to offset this effect where it arises
from new development is the provision of
SANGs to provide alternative areas for
recreation.
5.120 Within Surrey Heath, the European sites
are the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area (SPA) and the Thursley,
Ash, Pirbright and Chobham Special Area
of Conservation (SAC).

35
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5.121 The Examination in Public for the South
East Plan incorporated a parallel set of
Assessor hearings to consider the evidence
put forward in respect of the effect of new
development upon the Thames Basins
Heaths SPA and matters arising from
the need to avoid significant effect to the
SPA. The Assessor supported the views
of Natural England concerning the need
to provide avoidance measures to ensure
no likely significant effect arose from new
development. These measures include
the identification of a 400 metre buffer
around the Thames Basins Heaths SPA
within which residential development will
not be permitted and the need to provide
Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspaces
(SANGs).
5.122 In accordance with the recommendations
from these hearings, a joint forum of local
authorities affected by the Thames Basins
Heaths SPA has been set up, together with
other interested groups such as Natural
England, the Wildlife Trusts and major
landowners to develop a joint agreed
approach to avoidance and mitigation
measures, in particular the methodology
and standards for SANGs. Alongside
this, a Strategic Access Management
and Monitoring Strategy has also been
developed.
5.123 Arising out of this work the Borough
Council has prepared an Interim
Avoidance Strategy.
The Avoidance
Strategy is a living document which will be
updated as new avoidance and mitigation
measures are identified. This document
will eventually be incorporated into SPD.
The location and size of SANGs will be
a significant influence on housing sites
identified in a Site Allocations DPD.

Relevant legislation is the Wild Birds Directive (79/409/EEC), the Habitats
Directive (92/43/EEC) and the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c)
Regulations 1994 (as amended in 2007)

5.124 To date the Borough Council has
experienced difficulty in identifying
sufficient SANGs to enable development.
The development industry has similarly
experienced difficulty in providing its own
solutions. As a result from October 2005 to
September 2008 no planning permissions
for net new residential development were
granted. The Borough Council does not
presently own or have agreements over
use of sufficient land to achieve a sufficient
supply of SANGs. Achieving the preferred
spatial distribution requires sufficient
SANGs to be provided in the western part
of the Borough. The Council is continuing
to undertake further work to identify new
SANGs and working with adjoining local
authorities to address cross boundary
issues. The Council is of the view that in
the longer term a large SANGs is needed
to secure the Boroughs ability to meet
housing need in the longer term beyond
2028. The Borough has indicated its
interest in acquiring land off Lake Road/
St Catherines Road Frimley Green for this
purpose.
5.125 SANGs enable development on small and
medium sites that cannot provide an onsite solution, within the western portion of
the Borough. This will ensure a five year
supply of housing land and the delivery
of housing sites in accordance with the
preferred spatial strategy. Larger sites will
be expected to provide their own SANGs.

5.126 Key issues around the provision of SANGs
are:

    

•

That these must be provided and
maintained “in perpetuity” and
legal advice has indicated that this
requirement means that provision
must in practice be provided and
managed by a public body or similar
and public access be unrestricted.

•

That these must be to a standard
appropriate to the development
concerned (that is at least 8ha per
1,000 new occupants) sufficient
to ensure that they represent an
effective avoidance measure.

•

The provision must be available
before the dwellings are occupied

•

That a sufficient supply of SANGs
must be readily available to maintain a
five year supply and minimise risks to
developers of refusal on SPA grounds

•

That there is sufficient certainty of
SANGs availability over the lifetime
of the LDF to suggest that overall
the district housing allocation can be
achieved.

5.127 This policy supports the Sustainable
Community Strategy Vision of sustaining
and constantly improving Surrey Heath
as a desirable place to live, learn, work
and play. It also supports the objectives
of having good access to well maintained
open spaces and providing opportunities
for promoting and encouraging good
health and an active lifestyle.
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6

Development Management Policies

6.1

This section of the DPD sets out the
Development Management Policies. The
purpose of the policies are to: 1)

2)

6.2
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Support the strategic objectives
and deliver the Vision of the Core
Strategy by promoting and enabling
development that delivers the Spatial
Strategy;

Implementation, Delivery
and Monitoring and new
Development
6.6

Proposals for new development will be
judged against all relevant policies in
the Development Plan.
The Council
encourages applicants to enter into preapplication discussions to help to identify
all key issues surrounding a planning
application and matters that should be the
subject of infrastructure contributions and
legal agreements. This will help to avoid
unnecessary delay in the decision making
process and cost to applicants.

6.7

Implementation and delivery of the
Development Management policies will in
the main be through the grant or refusal of
planning permission and where necessary
through planning obligations as part of
Section 106 agreements.

Along with the Core Policies, set
criteria by which planning applications
and site allocations will be considered
and determined.

The Development Management Policies
have been kept to a minimum to avoid
repetition of national and regional planning
policy guidance. As such where there is
no Development Management Policy for
certain topic areas, national and regional
policies will be relied on for decision making
purposes.

6.3

The Development Management Policies
should not be used in isolation. The LDF
should be read as a whole and as such the
Core Strategy policies and policies within
other adopted DPD’s, AAP’s and guidance
within adopted SPD’s should be taken into
account.

6.8

Monitoring allows the local planning
authority to assess whether the objectives
of the LDF are being achieved. Clear targets
must be set in place which allows the local
planning authority to make a decision as
to whether a policy requires adjustment or
replacement.

6.4

The policies are both generic, covering
a number of issues and criteria that can
be applied to all developments and topic
based for specific issues related to Surrey
Heath. Some policies give positive support
to development where it would help to
achieve strategic objectives and core policy
outcomes, whilst others are more generally
restrictive.

6.9

6.5

Some policies contain a number of criteria
by which applications will be considered
and these should be given due regard
when forming any development proposal.
However, the criteria will not be used
as a checklist approach to considering
applications, as there may be occasions
when a broad balance between criteria
has to be struck as well as other material
considerations.

The local planning authority is required
to produce an Annual Monitoring Report
(AMR) each year which sets out the
performance and effectiveness of policies
within the LDF. The AMR will highlight
whether a review of the development
management policies is required. The key
indicators, targets and delivery mechanism
are set out in the monitoring framework
(see Appendix 3).

DM1 The Rural Economy
Within the countryside, including the Green Belt, the Borough Council will support farm
diversification proposals and the re-use, adaptation or conversion of buildings for economic
purposes where: (i)

The agricultural diversification is subordinate to the primary agricultural use and gives
priority to the re-use of an existing building(s);

(ii)

The existing building is appropriate in a rural location, is of permanent construction,
structurally sound and capable of conversion without major alterations, adaptations or
reconstruction to bring it into its desired use;

(iii)

The scale and use of any diversification or economic purpose including cumulative
impact and any associated ancillary development does not conflict with wider
countryside and Green Belt objectives.

		

Where justified, replacement buildings for farm diversification or economic purposes
in the countryside beyond the Green Belt will be supported where:

(iv)

The building to be replaced is of a permanent construction and is currently or was last
in use for non-residential purposes;

(v)

The replacement building would not be materially larger than the existing building;

(vi)

Priority is given to siting the replacement building on previously developed land.

The conversion or re-use of buildings for residential purposes will be considered against
criteria (ii) and (iii) above after having established that use for economic purposes is not
feasible or appropriate. The Borough Council will consider applying conditions which restrict
permitted development rights for residential conversions or re-use.
6.10 There are a number of businesses located
within the rural areas of Surrey Heath
which make a positive contribution toward
the rural economy including small rural
based enterprises and a number of larger
employers.
6.11 Although small in number, there are a few
farmsteads operating within the rural area of
Surrey Heath and their contribution towards
the rural economy should be recognised.
Diversification of an agricultural use can
help to promote entrepreneurship, maintain
or increase household income and provide
new employment opportunities.
6.12 The re-use and adaptation of nonresidential buildings in countryside and
Green Belt locations can have a positive
role to play in maintaining stewardship of
rural areas and in providing opportunities
for bringing redundant buildings into
productive economic use, especially where
these lie within the rural fringe.

6.13 As such the Borough Council will support
the rural economy, through positive
support for appropriate farm diversification
schemes and the re-use or adaptation of
existing buildings or where appropriate,
replacement buildings for economic
purposes. Diversification or economic
development could include allowing re-use
or replacement buildings for small scale
employment opportunities in traditional
skills or crafts, green waste recycling
activities, small scale offices, small scale
light industrial, low impact storage as well
as for community and public uses.
6.14 However, it is recognised that conflicts
between
economic
objectives
and
maintaining the character and function of
rural areas can arise, especially within the
open countryside and Green Belt. In these
circumstances development for economic
purposes will not be permitted where it is
considered to be an inappropriate form
of development or where its scale or use
conflicts with wider countryside or Green
Belt objectives.
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6.15 The Borough Council is unlikely to support
applications which seek to convert or
re-use buildings which are poorly sited,
poorly designed and which detract from
the character of its rural setting. Buildings
which are temporary or structurally
unsound and require significant alterations
to bring them into their desired use are
also unlikely to be supported. Although
preference will be given to the re-use or
adaptation of existing permanent buildings
in the first instance, replacement buildings
will be supported in the countryside
beyond the Green Belt where re-use is
not achievable or appropriate and where
replacement buildings can make a positive
contribution to the rural environment.
6.16 Although the re-use or conversion of
existing buildings for economic purposes
will be preferable, the Borough Council

accepts that there may be occasions
where conversion or re-use for residential
purposes is more appropriate. However,
the Borough Council will expect to see
evidence of ‘no interest’ to use the
building for economic purposes where
marketing over a reasonable period of
time and at a reasonable cost have been
undertaken prior to giving consideration
for residential use. If residential use is
permitted, the Borough Council will seek
to apply planning conditions which restrict
the permitted development rights of the
new dwelling. The Borough Council does
not consider the replacement of nonresidential buildings for residential use to
be an appropriate form of development in
rural locations.
6.17 This policy supports strategic objectives
1,7,8 and 12 and Core Policy CP1

DM2 Development within Chobham
Development within the settlement of Chobham as defined on the Proposals Map will be
limited to appropriate Green Belt uses and small scale development for: (i)

Extensions, alterations or adaptations of existing employment or community uses
and new opportunities for employment or community uses giving priority to re-use of
existing non-residential buildings; and

(ii)

Replacement of non-residential buildings for economic purposes where re-use or
conversion is not feasible, appropriate or when replacement would improve and
enhance environmental performance; and

(iii)

Change of use or redevelopment of units within the village centre as defined on the
proposals map which maintain or enhance its retail function.

6.18 The area around Chobham was first
designated as Green Belt in 1958 and
consequently the village is ‘washed over’
by the Green Belt. As such opportunities
for development are restricted to those in
accordance with national planning policy
guidance (Planning Policy Guidance
Note 2: Green Belts). This includes
development for agriculture, forestry,
essential facilities for outdoor sport
and recreation, cemeteries and limited
extension, alteration or replacement of
existing dwellings as well as limited infilling
and redevelopment for 100% affordable
housing. The centre of Chobham village
was also designated as a conservation
area in 1972.
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6.19 The Borough Council considers that the
rural and historic character of the village
warrants its continued designation as a
settlement washed over by the Green Belt.
However the Borough Council recognises
that in order to ensure Chobham remains
a sustainable and vibrant settlement,
support will be required for its employers,
community facilities and village centre.
Further
opportunities
for
limited
development will therefore be permitted
provided that such development is small
in scale and respects the historic and rural
village character.
6.20 This policy supports strategic objectives
1,7 and 12 and Core Policies CP1, CP2,
CP8, CP9 and CP12
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DM3 Equestrian Related Development
Equestrian related development in the countryside and Green Belt will be supported
provided that:
(i)

In the first instance priority is given to the re-use of existing buildings for stabling,
tack rooms, feed stores or any other ancillary use which requires a non-residential
building; and

(ii)

Where new buildings or ancillary development are justified these are well related to
existing buildings and are small in scale; and

(iii)

Where replacement buildings are justified, the replacement(s) are well related to
existing buildings and are not materially larger than the building(s) to be replaced;
and

(iii)

The overall size, siting and scale of development including any cumulative impact
should not be harmful to the character and openness of the countryside or Green
Belt.

6.21 Within the rural areas of Surrey Heath
there are numerous equine related
businesses and facilities ranging from
large scale livery stables and stud to small
scale private equestrian facilities.
6.22 Equine related development can impact
upon rural areas through the proliferation
of associated ancillary development,
overgrazing of pasture and over use of
bridleways. However, the Borough Council
recognises the positive role that equestrian
use can play in the rural environment if
properly managed and the positive role
it has to play in the rural economy and
access to recreational opportunities.
6.23 The Borough Council will seek to ensure
that the scale of any equestrian related

development,
including
cumulative
impacts, is appropriate to its current or
proposed operation, whether private
facilities or commercial businesses. The
Borough Council considers that equestrian
related development should retain or
maintain a compact form and will resist
proposals which would lead to dispersed
forms of development. As such the
Borough Council will seek to ensure that
any stabling and ancillary development is
appropriately sited in order to maintain the
open and rural character of the countryside
and Green Belt.
6.24 This policy supports strategic objectives
6,7,8 and 12 and Core Policies CP1 and
CP8.

DM4 Replacement, Extension or Alteration of Existing Residential Dwellings in the
Countryside beyond the Green Belt
Replacement, extension of or alterations to residential dwellings in the countryside beyond
the Green Belt will be supported where: (i)

The proposal would not have a detrimental impact on rural character through its
siting or design; and

(ii)

The extension or alteration is not disproportionate in size and scale, including its
overall floorspace, bulk and height, when compared to the original dwelling; or

(iii)

The replacement dwelling is not materially larger than the existing dwelling it replaces,
taking into account increases in overall floorspace, bulk and height.
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6.25 There are a number of dwellings located
within the rural fringe and open countryside
beyond the Green Belt. The Borough
Council considers that the countryside
should be protected for its own sake and
as such will seek to restrain development
within these areas. The extension,
alteration and replacement of dwellings
in the countryside beyond the Green Belt
is not inappropriate, provided the scale of
development does not harm its open, rural
and undeveloped character.
6.26 The starting point for consideration of
proposals for extensions to or alterations
of existing residential dwellings in the
countryside beyond the Green Belt will be
the size of the ‘original’ dwelling. When
considering proposals for replacement
dwellings, the starting point will be the size
and scale of the existing dwelling.
6.27 When assessing whether the proposed
extension represents a disproportionate
addition, the Borough Council will compare
the size of the ‘original’ dwelling with
the proposed extended dwelling, taking
account of siting, floorspace, bulk and
height.

6.28 When assessing whether a replacement
dwelling is materially larger than the
one it replaces, the Borough Council will
compare the size of the existing dwelling
with that proposed, taking account of
siting, floorspace, bulk and height. When
considering increases in floorspace of
replacement dwellings the Borough Council
will not normally consider the floorspace of
existing outbuildings as counting towards
the floorspace of the existing dwelling.
6.29 The Borough Council will also consider
applying
conditions
which
remove
permitted
development
rights
for
replacement dwellings and dwellings as
extended.
6.30 For the purpose of replacement, extension
or alterations to existing dwellings within
the Green Belt the Borough Council will
rely on advice contained within Planning
Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts.
6.31 This policy supports strategic objectives
7,8 and 12 and Core Policy CP1 and CP2.

DM5 Rural Exception Sites
Development consisting of 100% affordable housing within the countryside or Green Belt
will be permitted where:
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(i)

There is a proven local need for affordable housing for people with a local connection
to the area; and

(ii)

The need cannot be met within the settlement boundary; and

(iii)

The development will provide affordable housing for local people in perpetuity; and

(iv)

The development site immediately adjoins an existing settlement and is accessible to
public transport, walking or cycling and services sufficient to support the daily needs
of new residents
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6.32 The Borough Council recognises the need
to provide affordable housing within the
rural areas of the Borough. Affordable
housing in rural settlements can help to
provide accommodation for local people,
who often have a connection through
employment or from growing up in the
area and still have family who reside in
the locality. Affordable housing in these
settlements can also help to maintain
the viability of local services and avoid
dormitory communities.
6.33 The Borough Council recognises that
there will be limited opportunities to
provide housing within these settlements
at a scale which will deliver significant
levels of affordable units. As such the
Borough Council will consider permitting
development in Countryside and Green
Belt locations outside of defined rural

settlements and within the settlement of
Chobham, provided that a need can be
demonstrated that cannot be met within
defined settlement boundaries and which
constitute 100% affordable housing.
6.34 The Borough Council does not wish to see
unsustainable patterns of development.
The Borough Council considers that
rural exception sites located in the open
countryside or Green Belt are likely to
lead to an increased dependence on the
private car, lead to isolated communities
and would not benefit from the services
needed on a day to day basis. In this
respect, rural exception sites should be
located in areas which immediately adjoin
existing rural settlements.
6.35 This policy supports strategic objectives
3 and 8 and Core Policies CP1, CP3 and
CP5.

DM6 Gypsy & Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Accommodation
In assessing applications and site allocations for Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople accommodation the Borough Council will have regard to the following criteria:(i)

Sites should promote the effective use of land within settlement areas in particular
previously developed land; and

(ii)

Sites should be accessible to public transport, cycling or pedestrian networks and
facilities capable of meeting day to day needs such as education, healthcare and
shopping;

The Borough Council will also consider applications or allocations in rural locations
outside of the Green Belt giving priority to rural fringe locations that comprise previously
developed land and meets criterion (ii) above.
Any proposals within the Green Belt will have to demonstrate very special circumstances.
The loss of existing authorised pitches and sites will be resisted.

6.36 There are two authorised Gypsy and
Traveller sites within the Borough
accommodating 30 pitches both of which
are managed by the Borough Council.
There are no private authorised sites for
either Gypsies and Travellers or Travelling
Showpeople.

6.37 The Borough Council recognises the need
to identify additional pitches for Gypsies
and Travellers and to set out the criteria
by which site allocations and individual
planning applications will be considered.
To date the Council has not accepted
the need to identify sites for Travelling
Showpeople.
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6.38 The Borough Council is committed to
ensuring a sustainable pattern of growth
in the Borough and as such will seek
additional pitches in settlement areas.
However, the Borough Council also
recognises that sites cannot always be
sited within settlement areas and as such
will consider allocations or new pitches
within rural locations outside of the Green
Belt. In assessing such locations the
Borough Council will consider sites within
the rural fringe, prior to considering sites
in the open countryside.
6.39 Gypsy and Traveller sites should also
have adequate access to a range of public
transport provision and essential services

and facilities which meet day to day
needs. The Borough Council will consider
the accessibility of sites when allocating
pitches and in determining planning
applications.
6.40 The Borough Council will resist granting
permission for new pitches in rural areas
where need can be met within existing
allocated sites or where a mixed use
form of development is proposed. The
Borough Council will also resist the loss of
authorised pitches in order to maintain an
adequate supply of sites.
6.41 This policy supports strategic objectives 3,
7 & 8 and Core Policies CP1 & CP3

DM7 Facilitating Zero Carbon Development
Until carbon dioxide emission improvements are introduced through the Building
Regulations, all non-residential development will be expected to achieve a BREEAM ‘very
good’ emissions rating. Development which reduces carbon dioxide emissions beyond the
national timetable for residential or non-residential development will be promoted.
In the longer term and in order to support and facilitate the highest standards of carbon
dioxide emission reductions and zero carbon development, the Borough Council will, in
the first instance, seek reductions through carbon compliance which go beyond minimum
standards including through the use of imported heat/cooling from existing decentralised
sources. Where this is not possible, practical or viable the Borough Council will require
development to implement allowable solutions which: (i)

Contribute to local heat or combined heat and power (CHP) networks, by providing
over sized on-site decentralised, renewable or low carbon heat for export to existing
development which is also designed to allow future development to connect to it; or

(ii)

Contribute, by way of a financial contribution, toward local heat or combined heat
and power infrastructure, especially within identified opportunity areas, at a level
commensurate to the level of residual carbon dioxide emissions; or

(iii)

Make improvement to the carbon dioxide emission performance of the existing built
stock through incorporation of energy efficiency measures commensurate to the
level of residual carbon dioxide emissions.

Where development comprises a non-residential extension, adaptation or refurbishment
under 1,000sqm or a householder extension, the Borough Council will seek improvement
in the whole building’s energy performance, subject to a 5% capped cost of the total build
cost and a pay-back period no longer than 5 years.
6.42 From 2010 onwards the Building
Regulations will set out minimum levels
of carbon compliance to be achieved
by all new residential dwellings. These
compliance levels will require a reduction
in carbon dioxide emissions of 25%
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over current (2006) Building Regulation
standards. From 2013, this compliance
level will increase to a 44% reduction and
from 2016 a zero carbon standard will come
into force representing a 100% reduction
from all sources of emissions.
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6.43 The Government has also indicated its
desire to achieve zero carbon status in all
non-residential buildings by 2019, with an
indication that emission reductions should
be sought from 2013 onwards, in a similar
‘stepping stone’ approach to emission
reduction targets as with residential
dwellings.
6.44 Whilst the Borough Council will rely on
the national timetable for introducing
standards in carbon dioxide emission
reductions from residential development;
in the short-term the Borough Council will
expect non-residential development to
achieve a BREEAM ‘very good’ emissions
rating until such time as an emissions
improvement is introduced through the
Building Regulations.
6.45 In the long term, it is highly unlikely that
both residential and non-residential
development will be able to achieve higher
carbon dioxide emission reductions or zero
carbon status through energy efficiency
and carbon compliance alone. As such, a

range of mechanisms to allow development
to offset residual emissions known as
‘allowable solutions’ will be prioritised by
the Borough Council.
6.46 The Borough Council has identified
opportunity areas where combined heat &
power (CHP) or decentralised heat energy
may be feasible and has undertaken heat
mapping over the entire Borough. The
identification of opportunity areas and the
results of the heat mapping exercise will
be used to ensure that local allowable
solutions have the greatest impact on
securing emission reductions.
6.47 The Borough Council also wishes to
improve the emissions performance of
the existing built stock by encouraging
householders and developers of nonresidential development to improve whole
building performance when extending or
converting property. This will be aided by
the Borough Council’s heat mapping data.
6.48 This policy supports strategic objectives
1,6 & 10 and Core Policy CP2

DM8 Stand Alone Decentralised, Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Schemes
Proposals for stand alone decentralised, renewable and low-carbon schemes will be
supported unless the social, economic and environmental benefits are outweighed by
adverse impacts to the immediate and wider environment.
Small scale community led initiatives will be actively encouraged especially where this
helps to facilitate low and zero carbon development through the export of heat or energy.
6.49 There are currently no large scale
stand alone renewable schemes in the
Borough and there have been no short
term indications or interest from energy
companies to develop such schemes in the
future.
6.50 However, this is not to say that stand alone
schemes will not be forthcoming over the
lifetime of the DPD and as such a policy is
required to consider such schemes should
they be forthcoming.

6.51 Certain renewable resources in the
Borough of Surrey Heath are not of a
scale which would make stand alone
renewable schemes viable or feasible
on a large scale. Wind resource is low
and there are no real opportunities to
develop hydro power, although biomass
is considered to be a feasible and viable
resource for decentralised or low carbon
schemes. However, over the lifetime of this
DPD, technologies may improve such that
schemes could become feasible and these
should not be discounted at this moment in
time.
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6.52 This should not however preclude opportunities
for smaller scale stand alone schemes from
coming forward, especially community led
initiatives which may benefit from feed-in
tariffs and renewable heat incentives and
which could make a vital contribution to new
low carbon homes and businesses.

the Green Belt and extensive areas are
covered by international designations
for habitat protection. Any proposals
in these areas will therefore have to
demonstrate no adverse impact either
on the character of the area or on
conservation objectives.

6.53 The east of the Borough is designated
as Green Belt or Countryside Beyond

6.54 This policy supports strategic objectives
1,6 & 10 and Core Policy CP2

DM9 Design Principles
Development will be acceptable where it achieves the following design principles: (i)

High quality design with layouts that maximise opportunities for linkages to the
surrounding area and local services; and

(ii)

Respects and enhances the local, natural or historic character of the environment be it
in an urban or rural setting, paying particular regard to scale, materials, massing, bulk
and density; and

(iii)

Provide sufficient private and public amenity space and respect the amenities of
occupiers of neighbouring property and uses; and

(iv)

Protect trees and other vegetation worthy of retention and provide high quality hard
and soft landscaping where appropriate; and

(v)

Design to reduce the potential for crime and fear of crime; and

(vi)

Incorporate measures for the storage of waste including recyclable waste and where
appropriate waste collection through provision of bring sites; and

(vii) Be accessible to all and be flexible towards future adaptation in response to changing
life needs; and
(viii) Facilitate provision of IT and other communications technology which allow flexible
working practices including employees working from home or from remote locations; and
(ix)

Reduce potable water consumption in residential development to water efficiency
standards equivalent to Code for Sustainable Homes level 3-4 between 2011 and 2015,
and code level 5-6 from 2016 onwards with provision for measures to reduce external
water use.
Development will be expected to incorporate and reflect design and character measures
as set out in either general or area specific SPD.

6.55 The Borough Council considers good design
as being indivisible from good planning.
High quality design can enhance the quality
of people’s lives, create a sense of place,
improve the attractiveness of a location and
reduce the potential for crime and disorder.
6.56 High quality design plays an essential role
in the functioning of places. It can add to
distinctiveness but also has the ability to
integrate well within existing built patterns
and forms. High quality design should
respect and enhance the character of an
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area through positive contribution towards
architecture, public spaces and natural and
historic environments, without a need to
stifle innovation.
6.57 High quality design is not just about how
well a development fits into its surroundings
and context. It is also about ensuring
development provides space for amenity,
space for waste storage, incorporation of
sustainable drainage systems and providing
built forms which are accessible to all and
can be easily adapted to changing life needs.
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6.58 Poor design on the other hand has the
potential to detract from people’s day to day
lives through poor building relationships, car
dominant layouts and substandard public
realms which add little to a sense of place.
6.59 The Borough Council has produced design
guidance in the form of Supplementary
Planning Documents (SPD) for Lightwater
and the Yorktown area of Camberley, and
may produce more SPD’s for specific areas
of the Borough which reflect their individual

characteristics. These should be taken into
account at the outset when considering
design aspects.
6.60 The Borough also contains 9 conservation
areas, 174 statutorily listed buildings
ranging from Grade I to Grade II and 198
locally listed buildings all of which add to
the character of the built environment.
6.61 This policy supports strategic objectives 7,
9, 10 and 11and Core Policies CP1& CP2.

DM10 Development & Flood Risk
In order to manage flood risk, the Borough Council will take a sequential approach to the
allocation of sites in a Site Allocation DPD and to determining planning applications.
Development within flood risk zones 2 & 3 or on sites of 1ha or greater in zone 1 and sites at
medium or high risk from other sources of flooding as identified by the Borough Council’s
SFRA, will not be supported unless: (i)

In fluvial flood risk areas, the sequential and exception tests have been applied and
passed and is a form of development compatible with the level of risk; and

(ii)

For all sources of risk, it can be demonstrated through a site FRA that the proposal
would, where practicable, reduce risk both to and from the development or at least be
risk neutral; and

(iii)

Where risks are identified through an FRA, flood resilient and resistant design and
appropriate mitigation and adaptation can be implemented so that the level of risk is
reduced to acceptable levels.

The Borough Council will expect development to reduce the volume and rate of surface water
run-off through the incorporation of appropriately designed Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS) at a level appropriate to the scale and type of development.
Development which seeks to restore areas of functional floodplain will be encouraged,
especially where this would provide opportunities for recreation, habitat restoration/
enhancement and green infrastructure opportunities.
6.62 Some areas of the Borough are particularly
prone to flooding from a variety of sources.
The River Blackwater has been a historic
source of flooding affecting western areas
of Mytchett, Frimley, Frimley Green and
Camberley. The rivers Addlestone Bourne
and Mill Bourne all pose flood risks within
the central and eastern areas of the Borough
particularly affecting the settlements of
Bagshot, Chobham and the southern tip
of West End. Chobham has suffered from
serious flood events in recent years including
47 reported incidents in July 2007.
6.63 Whilst the majority of locations within the
Borough affected by fluvial flood zones lie in

undeveloped rural and semi-rural locations,
there are developed areas of the Borough
which lie within fluvial flood risk zones
and the functional floodplain including
residential and commercial property.
6.64 Other sources of flooding within the Borough
have also caused disruption and damage
to residential property and businesses in
the past. These other sources of flooding
have been identified through a Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment and include surface
water run-off, groundwater intrusion, sewer
inundation and possible breach of the
Basingstoke Canal.
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6.65 In order to manage the risks associated with
flooding, the Borough Council considers that
development within areas of fluvial flood risk
should be restricted. As such there will be a
general presumption against inappropriate
forms of development within fluvial flood
risk areas. The Borough Council will also
adopt a sequential approach to considering
risks from other sources of flooding and
when considering the allocation of sites
through a Site Allocations DPD.
6.66 As such, the Borough Council will expect
a site flood risk assessment (FRA) to
be undertaken and submitted with an
application where development is proposed
within a fluvial flood risk zone. The Borough
Council will also require an FRA where other
sources of flooding have been identified
by the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
(SFRA), although these will only need

to consider localised impacts. The FRA
should demonstrate how flood risk is to
be mitigated, development adapted and,
where practicable, risk reduced including
the consideration of risks from other sources
where appropriate. The content and scope
of the FRA should be commensurate with
the scale of development and be agreed
by the Borough Council in consultation with
the Environment Agency.
6.67 The Borough Council considers the design
and integration of sustainable drainage
systems (SuDS) as an integral tool in
managing surface water run-off. All schemes
should therefore demonstrate how they will
implement SuDS at a level appropriate to
the scale and type of development.
6.68 This policy supports strategic objectives 1
and 10 and Core Policy CP2.

DM11 Traffic Management and Highway Safety
Development which would adversely impact the safe and efficient flow of traffic movement
on the highway network will not be permitted unless it can be demonstrated that measures
to reduce and mitigate such impacts to acceptable levels can be implemented.
All development should ensure safe and well designed vehicular access and egress and
layouts which consider the needs and accessibility of all highway users including cyclists
and pedestrians.
The Borough Council will expect development to protect existing footways, cycleways and
bridleways and facilitate improvements to existing or provide new connections to these
routes, especially where such schemes have been identified in the Local Transport Plan.
6.69 Effective traffic management is essential
to the safe and free flow of movement on
the highway network and can improve
accessibility
and
potentially
reduce
congestion by understanding flows of traffic
at peak and non-peak periods. Ensuring
adequate car parking facilities are provided
to cater for new residents or businesses can
also aid in the safe and free-flow of traffic.
6.70 Proposals should consider their impact on
the highway network and where necessary
provide mitigation which reduces this impact
and which improves traffic management
and highway safety. Regard should also be
had to any parking standards produced by
the Borough Council.
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6.71 Surrey County Council is the highways
authority for the Borough of Surrey Heath
and is the authority responsible for the
implementation of the Local Transport
Plan (LTP). The Highways Agency is the
highways authority for the strategic road
network (SRN), which in Surrey Heath
covers the M3. The County Council as the
highways authority may require Transport
Statements, Assessments and Travel
Plans to be submitted with any proposal.
Advice from Surrey County Council will also
be sought for other traffic related issues for
example, design of vehicular access and
egress, road, cycle and pedestrian layouts
in new development and consideration of
Section 278 and Section 38 agreements
to undertake highway works or adoption of
highways by a third party.
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6.72 However, effective traffic management
is also about encouraging travel by other
modes of transport through protecting and
improving connectivity between places,
especially through walking and cycling
networks.
6.73 As such, the Borough Council will work with
Surrey County Council and other partners in
seeking to manage impacts on the highway

and public transport network and to improve
connectivity between people and places by
a variety of transport modes. The Borough
Council will work with the County Council in
implementing projects and plans identified
in the Local Transport Plan for the Surrey
Heath area.
6.74 This policy supports strategic objective 11
and Core Policies CP2 and CP11.

DM12 District and Local Centres and Neighbourhood Parades
The Borough Council will encourage development that offers environmental improvements
and which supports and enhances the viability, vitality and retail function of District and
Local centres and Neighbourhood Parades as identified on the Proposals Map.
Development should: (i)

Be appropriate in size and scale, taking into account the hierarchy of retail centres as
set out in Core Policy CP9; and

(ii)

Unless exceptional circumstances can be demonstrated, development at ground floor
level should not lead to an over proliferation of non-retail uses comprising Class A2,
A3, A4 or A5 uses such that less than 50% of the total shopping area and less than 75%
of a primary shopping area contains non-retail uses.

Non A Class uses will not normally be permitted at ground floor level, although development
for community uses and sui generis uses with a strong retail element will be permitted
provided that such uses meet criteria (i) and (ii) above.
Development at first floor level or above within District and Local Centres and neighbourhood
parades should in the first instance consider residential accommodation. Where it has been
demonstrated that environmental or amenity impacts prevent residential use, community or
B1a office uses may be acceptable at first floor level or above.
The Borough Council will consider alterations to District and Local Centre and Neighbourhood
Parade boundaries, changes to primary and secondary frontages and allocation of sites in a
Site Allocations DPD.
6.75 The Borough’s District and Local Centres
and Neighbourhood Parades provide retail
and other services which cater for the
daily needs of the local population and are
vital to achieving sustainable patterns of
behaviour.
6.76 The District and Local Centres contain
a variety of non-retail uses which adds
to their variety and viability and often
provide healthcare, library facilities and
other community uses as well as financial
services, employment opportunities, eating
and drinking establishments and residential
accommodation.
6.77 Neighbourhood Parades in the Borough
are often a small row of retail and non-retail

uses with a few essential convenience
stores and occasionally post office
services.
6.78 The Borough Council considers that over
proliferation of non-retail uses within these
centres and parades is damaging to their
overall vitality, viability and retail function
and could lead to unsustainable patterns
of behaviour. The Borough Council will
therefore resist the loss of retail uses
where this leads to adverse impacts on
vitality, viability and retail function.
6.79 However, it is recognised that where units
have been vacant for long periods, it would
be better for overall vitality and viability to
bring them into use. In these circumstances,
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evidence will be required which supports
such an exception, for example, length of
time on the market, type of lease offered
and rent levels requested.

centres and parades as well as securing
environmental improvements.
6.81 This policy supports strategic objectives 1
& 14 and Core Policy CP1 and CP9.

6.80 The Borough Council will also explore
opportunities to extend the boundaries of
DM13 Employment Development Outside Core Employment Areas & Camberley Town Centre
Outside Core Employment Areas and Camberley Town Centre development for B class uses
will generally be restricted to: (i)

Extension, alteration or addition to an existing building or operation in employment use; or

(ii)

Redevelopment of an existing building or operation in employment use; or

(iii)

Specific sites allocated for employment or mixed use development in a Site Allocations DPD.

The loss of employment sites outside of Core Employment Areas and Camberley Town
Centre may be permitted or allocated for other uses in a Site Allocations DPD provided that: (i)

It would not adversely affect the overall sustainability or employment opportunities of
the settlement where the loss occurs; and

(ii)

It would not result in the loss of a strategically important sector for regional, national or
global competitiveness; and

(iii)

It would not result in the loss of units capable of use by small business or industry
unless it can be demonstrated that there is no longer a need for such units.

6.82 Employment uses outside of Core
Employment Areas and Camberley Town
Centre play an important role in the Borough’s
economy. These often comprise large
bespoke sites housing individual companies
or small sites of office and industrial
accommodation which are important in
housing small business. These types of site
and uses are not just confined to the urban
west of the Borough but are also found within
the smaller village settlements and in the
countryside and Green Belt locations.
6.83 The Borough Council recognises the
opportunities these sites give for small scale
and new start up business and in developing
entrepreneurship, but also recognises that
employment sites can give rise to adverse
impacts on amenity, especially where
they are located within residential areas.
The Borough Council will seek to retain
sites in employment use outside of the
Core Employment Areas and Camberley
Town Centre and promote redevelopment
or expansion where this would improve
environmental and residential amenity.
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6.84 However, there may be occasions where
the Borough Council would allow the loss of
such sites either due to long term vacancy or
because the quantity and quality of existing
employment sites is sufficient to cater for
employment needs over the LDF period.
In permitting applications or designating
site allocations resulting in the loss of an
employment site or use, the Borough
Council will need to be satisfied that its loss
would not be harmful to the local economy,
that a need to retain the site in employment
use is no longer required as demonstrated
through an appropriate marketing exercise
and would not result in the loss of a key
sector or units capable of occupation by
small business or industry where demand
has been identified.
6.85 This policy supports strategic objectives 1,
12 & 16 and Core Policy CP1 and CP8.
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DM14 Community & Cultural Facilities
Working in partnership, the Borough Council will seek to identify opportunities to enhance
and improve community and cultural facilities within the Borough, whether through the
provision of co-located or new facilities.
Where demand for facilities arising from new development occurs, the Borough Council
will, in the first instance, explore opportunities to provide additional community and cultural
facilities through enhancement of existing or co-located facilities. Where this is not achievable
or feasible new community and cultural facilities will be required.
The loss of existing community and cultural facilities will be resisted unless:
(i)

Demand can be met from alternative provision in the local area whether through new or
co-located facilities; or

(ii)

There is no demand for such facilities and no other community or cultural service can
make use of such facilities.

6.86 The Borough enjoys a wide range of
community and cultural facilities which
provide a variety of roles and functions,
often through the dual use or co-location of
facilities. The Borough Council considers the
provision and maintenance of community
and cultural facilities as essential to
achieving sustainable communities.
6.87 Opportunities may arise in the future
which can deliver improvements and
enhancements to existing community and
cultural facilities and services through the
co-location of facilities by managing assets
in a more integrated manner. This will be
informed by the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
which sits alongside this DPD.
6.88 As such, working with partners, the
Borough Council will seek to manage
community and cultural assets and facilities
by identifying opportunities where colocation can contribute toward enhanced
community and cultural facilities. This may
provide opportunities to create additional
infrastructure capacity by housing several
services or facilities in one location and
may prevent the need for new facilities
arising from development.

6.89 However, unless such existing community
or cultural facilities are to be co-located in
a way which would improve or enhance
infrastructure provision, the loss of existing
community or cultural facilities will be
resisted.
6.90 In considering the need for new community
or cultural facilities arising from development
the Borough Council will, in the first
instance, seek provision of community
and cultural facilities through the possible
co-location of facilities, although where
this is not achievable new facilities will be
required.
6.91 For the purposes of this policy community
and cultural facilities may include community
centres, village halls, healthcare facilities,
education facilities, childcare facilities, the
voluntary sector, public service providers,
places of worship, theatres, art galleries
and museums.
6.92 This policy supports strategic objective 16
and Core Policy CP12
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DM15 Protection of Green Spaces and Recreational Facilities
Green spaces in settlement areas as identified on the Proposals Map will be protected by
restricting development to appropriate informal recreation uses or recreation facilities that
are of a scale commensurate with the size of the space.
The Borough Council will resist the loss or fragmentation of small open amenity areas
not identified on the proposals map where this would result in adverse impacts on the
attractiveness and quality of the built environment.
Existing formal recreation facilities will be protected unless it can be demonstrated that such
facilities are to be co-located in dual use facilities, are to be provided within appropriate
replacement facilities or are surplus to requirements and there is no demand for any other
recreational purpose.
The green spaces as identified on the proposals map will be subject to review with any
deletions, amendments or additions set through a Site Allocations DPD.
6.93 The Borough of Surrey Heath contains
numerous areas of green space within
its urban areas, smaller settlements and
rural villages. The green spaces perform
several functions such as serving as
incidental areas of amenity, opportunities
for informal and formal recreation, playing
fields and allotments. The green spaces
also add to the physical and visual
attractiveness and quality of settlement
areas and are a highly valued asset.
6.94 The Borough Council considers that the
retention and continued protection of
these areas is vital to ensuring healthy
communities and in maintaining the
attractiveness and quality in the built
environment.
6.95 Development will be limited in areas
of green space to opportunities which
provide new or improved facilities for
informal or formal recreation, such as WC
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and changing facilities, new equipped
children’s playspace provision and teen
facilities, site enhancements or formal
recreation facilities that do not significantly
reduce the quantity or quality of open
space provision for informal recreational
use.
6.96 Existing formal recreation uses also
play an important role in the health of
the Borough’s residents and will be
maintained and protected. Only where
it can be demonstrated that there is no
longer a need for a formal recreation use
or where new facilities are to be provided
in replacement, whether purpose built or
through co-location in dual use facilities,
will the Borough Council consider the loss
of such facilities.
6.97 This policy supports strategic objectives 8
and 17 and Core Policies CP1 & CP13
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DM16 Provision of Open Space and Recreation Facilities
Working with partners, the Borough Council will encourage new and enhanced opportunities
for formal and informal recreation including promotion of dual use facilities or through the
provision of new green infrastructure.
New residential development will be expected to provide or contribute towards open space,
equipped playspaces including teen facilities and outdoor sports facilities to the following
standards: Open Space – 9sqm per person (urban) and 5sqm per person (rural); and
Equipped Playspaces – 0.8sqm per person; and
Outdoor Sports Facilities – 27.5sqm per person
The Local Planning Authority will expect playspaces to conform to the following minimum
size standards: Local Area of Play (LAP) – 100sqm
Local Equipped Area of Play (LEAP) – 400sqm
Neighbourhood Equipped Area of Play (NEAP) – 1,000sqm
Section 106 contributions toward the maintenance of facilities will also be required.
The Borough Council will consider applying different standards at the strategic locations
for development or other allocated sites as set out in a Site Allocations DPD, in line with
identified needs.
6.98 New development can provide opportunities
to create or enhance areas of open space
and new or improved informal and formal
recreation facilities either through on-site
measures or by contributing to off-site
facilities. The Borough Council considers
that open space and recreation facilities
will play an important role in maintaining
the health of new communities, provide
opportunities for improving visual amenity,
create positive environments in the public
realm and provide opportunities for green
infrastructure.

6.99 The Borough Council will therefore
expect new residential development to
provide or contribute toward open space
provision, informal and formal recreation
facilities including amenity land and green
infrastructure projects where a need
arises. The standards required for open
space and recreation facilities will be used
as the basis for negotiation on a case by
case basis.
6.100 This policy supports strategic objectives 8
and 17 and Core Policies CP1 & CP13
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DM17 Heritage
Development which affects any Heritage Asset should first establish and take into account
its individual significance, and seek to promote the conservation and enhancement of the
Asset and its setting. In determining proposals for development affecting Heritage Assets
or their setting, regard will be had as to whether the Asset is a Designated Heritage Asset or
a Local Heritage Asset in determining whether the impact of any proposed development is
acceptable.
Within Areas of High Archaeological Potential, as identified on the Proposals Map, or outside
of these areas on any major development site of 0.4ha or greater, applicants are required to
undertake prior assessment of the possible archaeological significance of the site and the
implications of their proposals, and may be required to submit, as a minimum, a desk-based
assessment to accompany any application. Where desk-based assessment suggests the
likelihood of archaeological remains, the Planning Authority will require the results of an
archaeological evaluation in order to inform the determination of the application.
The Borough Council will from time to time review the Heritage Assets included on the Local
Lists, with regard to the Historic Environment Record, in consultation with Surrey County
Council.
6.101 Within Surrey Heath, Designated Heritage
Assets comprise the following: Scheduled
Monuments; Listed Buildings; Registered
Parks and Gardens and Conservation
Areas. Other Heritage Assets identified by
the Borough Council are those buildings
and structures identified as being of local
importance, currently some 198 buildings
and structures.
6.102 The Borough Council will in due course
revise its criteria for identification of
buildings, structures and sites (such
as parks and gardens and Areas of
High Archaeological Potential) of local
importance for inclusion in an SPD. The
amended list of buildings, structures and
sites of local importance will be included
on the Historic Environment Record
accordingly. The Council recognises
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that Heritage Assets with previously
unassessed archaeological significance
may exist within the Borough. Such sites
will be assessed for possible physical
preservation in-situ and therefore inclusion
on the Local List upon discovery.
6.103 Following assessment, where the physical
preservation of any Heritage Asset (or
element thereof) is not considered possible
or necessary, the Council will require
potential developers to record and enhance
understanding of the significance of the
Asset prior to its loss, and to make this
information publicly available through the
Historic Environment Record as a minimum.
6.104 This policy supports strategic objective 7
and Core Policy CP2.
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APPENDIX 1
Saved Policies of the Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000
to be replaced by or deleted upon adoption of the
Core Strategy and Development Management Policies
and changes to the Proposals Map arising
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Policies contained in the Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000 (as saved) to be replaced by or
deleted upon adoption of the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies.
Policy
Number

Policy Title/Purpose

Superceded by Policy

G1

Making the best use of urban land

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design

G3

Planning Benefits

CP12 Infrastructure Delivery and
Implementation

G4

Design Principles

DM9 Design Principles

G5

Design principles for Residential Areas

DM9 Design Principles

G6

Design against crime

DM9 Design Principles

G8

Telecommunications masts and antennas

Deleted

G9

Energy Conservation

DM7 Facilitating Zero Carbon
Development, DM8 Stand Alone
Decentralised, Renewable and Low
Carbon Energy Schemes

G10

Art in the Built environment

Deleted

G11

Advertisements in commercial areas

Deleted

G12

Illuminated Advertisements

Deleted

G13

Advertisements on hoardings

Deleted

G14

Areas liable to flood

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM10 Development and Flood
Risk

G16

Development impact on watercourses

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM10 Development and Flood
Risk

G17

Surface water run off

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM10 Development and Flood
Risk

G18

Notifiable installations

Deleted

G21

Light pollution

Deleted

G23

Green Corridors (see maps 1A and 1B)

Deleted

G24

Retention of trees

DM9 Design Principles

G25

Renewable energy schemes

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM7 Facilitating Zero Carbon
Development, DM8 Stand Alone
Decentralised, Renewable and Low
Carbon Energy Schemes

G26

Availability of water resources

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design,

UE1

Green Spaces within Settlement Areas

DM15 Protection of Green Spaces and
Recreational Facilities

UE2

Areas of urban landscape policy (see
maps 2A – 2D)

Deleted to be replaced by Character Area
SPD
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Policy
Number

Policy Title/Purpose

Superceded by Policy

UE3

Low density policy area (see maps 3A –
3B)

Deleted to be replaced by Character Area
SPD

UE4

Areas of good urban character (see maps
4A – 4B)

Deleted to be replaced by Character Area
SPD

UE5

West of Frimley Road enhancement area
(see map 5)

Deleted to be replaced by Character Area
SPD

HE1

Development in conservation areas

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE2

Changes of use in conservation areas

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE3

Demolition and replacement of buildings
in conservation areas

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE5

Advertisements and shop fronts in
conservation areas

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE10

Structures of local significance

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE11

Advertisements and shop fronts on Listed
Buildings

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE12

Shop blinds and security grilles

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE14

Areas of high archaeological potential

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE15

Sites outside areas of high archaeological
potential

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

HE16

Historic parks and gardens

CP2 Sustainable Development and
Design, DM17 Heritage

RE1

The Green Belt

CP1 Spatial Strategy, DM 2 Development
within Chobham

RE2

Development within the Green Belt

CP1 Spatial Strategy, DM 1 The Rural
Economy

RE3

Countryside beyond the Green Belt

CP1 Spatial Strategy, DM 1 The Rural
Economy

RE4

Blackwater Valley Strategic Gap (see map CP1 Spatial Strategy, DM 1 The Rural
6)
Economy

RE5

Extension, Alteration and Replacement of
dwellings in the countryside

DM4 Replacement, Extension or
Alteration of existing residential dwellings
in the Countryside and Green Belt

RE6

Re-use and adaptation of rural buildings

DM4 Replacement, Extension or
Alteration of existing residential dwellings
in the Countryside and Green Belt

RE7

Agriculture

Deleted

RE8

New horse related development

DM3 Equestrian Related Development

RE9

Nurseries and Garden Centres

DM1 The Rural Economy
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Policy
Number

Policy Title/Purpose

Superceded by Policy

RE12

Sites of Nature Conservation Importance

CP14A & B Biodiversity and nature
Conservation

RE13

Nature conservation interest

CP14A & B Biodiversity and nature
Conservation

RE14

Landscape character

Deleted

RE15

Areas of landscape importance (see maps
Deleted
7A – 7E)

RE16

Basingstoke Canal (see map 8)

Deleted

R1

Retention of recreation facilities

DM15 Protection of Green Spaces and
Recreational Facilities

R2

Development for recreation

DM15 Protection of Green Spaces and
Recreational Facilities, DM16 Provision of
Open Space and Recreation Facilities

R3

Enhancement of outdoor playing space

DM16 Provision of Open Space and
Recreation Facilities

R4

Use of informal public open space

Deleted

R5

Lightwater Country Park

Deleted

R6

Recreation facilities in the Blackwater
Valley

Deleted

R8

Allotments

DM15 Protection of Green Spaces and
Recreational Facilities

R9

Golf

Deleted

R10

Noisy Sports

Deleted

R11

Hotels and Guest Houses

Deleted

H1

New housing provision

CP3 Scale and Distribution of new housing

H7

Flexible phasing of sites

Deleted

H9

New Housing in Green Belt settlements

CP1 Spatial Strategy

H10

Affordable housing within settlement areas CP5 Affordable Housing

H11

Provision of small dwellings in new
developments

CP6 Dwelling Size and Type

H12

Retention of a stock of small dwellings in
rural areas

DM4 Replacement, Extension or
Alteration of existing residential dwellings
in the Countryside beyond the Green Belt

H13

Housing for special needs

Deleted

H14

Retention of the stock of residential
accommodation

CP3 Scale and Distribution of New
Housing

H15

Conversion of housing to institutional uses DM9 Design Principles

H16

Conversion to houses in multiple
occupancy

DM9 Design Principles

H17

House extensions

DM9 Design Principles
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Policy
Number

Policy Title/Purpose

Superceded by Policy

H18

Residential development in settlement
areas

DM9 Design Principles

H19

Car parking residential developments

CP11 Movement, DM11 Traffic
Management and Highway Safety

H20

Children’s playing space within large
housing developments

DM16 Provision of Open Space and
Recreation Facilities

H21

Provision of outdoor playing space on new DM16 Provision of Open Space and
housing developments
Recreation Facilities

H22

Commutation of direct children’s playing
space provision

DM16 Provision of Open Space and
Recreation Facilities

H23

Provision of amenity space

DM9 Design Principles

H25

Gypsy sites

CP7 Gypsies and Travellers and
Travelling Showpeople, DM6 Gypsy and
Traveller and Travelling Showpeople
Accommodation

E1

Existing industrial and commercial
sites outside Core Employment Areas,
Camberley Town Centre and Chobham

DM13 Employment Development outside
Core Employment Areas and Camberley
Town Centre

E2

Core Employment Areas

CP8 Employment

E3

Site for small firms at Linsford Farm,
Mytchett (see map 9)

DM13 Employment Development outside
Core Employment Areas and Camberley
Town Centre

E4

Loss of Industrial and commercial sites

CP8 Employment, DM13 Employment
Development outside Core Employment
Areas and Camberley Town Centre

E5

Existing industrial and commercial sites
within the settlement of Chobham

DM2 Development within Chobham

E7

Unsuitably located activities

DM13 Employment Development outside
Core Employment Areas and Camberley
Town Centre

S1

Provision for Retail floorspace

CP9 Hierarchy and Role of Centres

S3

Local shopping provision

CP9 Hierarchy and Role of Centres,
DM12 District and Local Centres and
Neighbourhood Parades

S4

District Centres

CP9 Hierarchy and Role of Centres,
DM12 District and Local Centres and
Neighbourhood Parades

S5

Local Shopping centres and parades

CP9 Hierarchy and Role of Centres,
DM12 District and Local Centres and
Neighbourhood Parades

Proposals for A3 uses

CP9 Hierarchy and Role of Centres,
DM12 District and Local Centres and
Neighbourhood Parades

S6
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Policy
Number

Policy Title/Purpose

Superceded by Policy

S7

Residential accommodation over shops

DM12 District and Local Centres and
Neighbourhood Parades

M5

Impact on travel demand

CP11 Movement

M6

Development related transport
improvements

CP11 Movement

M7

Off-Street car parking

CP11 Movement

M8

Highway design standards

DM11 Traffic Management and Highway
Safety

M10

Development alongside the M3 motorway
and the primary route network

Deleted

M11

Rights of way

DM11 Traffic Management and Highway
Safety

M12

Improved pedestrian facilities

CP11 Movement , DM11 Traffic
Management and Highway Safety

CS1

Loss of community buildings and uses

DM14 Community and Cultural Facilities

CS3

Provision of community facilities within
settlements

DM9 Design Principles, DM14 Community
and Cultural Facilities

CS5

Health facilities

DM9 Design Principles

CS6

Use of residential premises for medical
treatment

DM9 Design Principles

CS8

Dual use of facilities

DM9 Design Principles

CS9

Land at Burrow Hill School, Frimley (see
map 10)

Deleted

TC19

Land west of Park Street (see map 11)

Deleted
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Map 1A – Policy G23 Green Corridors (west of Borough)
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Map 1B – Policy G23 Green Corridors (east of Borough)
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Map 2A – Policy UE2 Area of Urban Landscape Policy - Bagshot
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Map 2B – Policy UE2 Area of Urban Landscape Policy - Camberley
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Map 2C – Policy UE2 Area of Urban Landscape Policy - Frimley
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Map 2D – Policy UE2 Area of Urban Landscape Policy - Frimley Green
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Map 3A – Policy UE3 Low Density Policy Area - Camberley
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Map 3B – Policy UE3 Low Density Policy Area - Windlesham
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Map 4A – Policy UE4 Areas of Good Urban Character - Bagshot
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Map 4B – Policy UE4 Areas of Good Urban Character - Camberley
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Map 5 – Policy UE5 West of Frimley Road Enhancement Area
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Map 6 – Policy RE4 Blackwater Valley Strategic Gap
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Map 7A – Policy RE15 Areas of Landscape Importance Bagshot Park, Bagshot
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Map 7B – Policy RE15 Areas of Landscape Importance Windlesham
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Map 7C – Policy RE15 Areas of Landscape Importance Chobham Place
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Map 7D – Policy RE15 Areas of Landscape Importance Pennyhill Park, Bagshot
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Map 7E – Policy RE15 Areas of Landscape Importance Windlesham Arboretum, Lightwater
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Map 8 – Policy RE16 Basingstoke Canal
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Map 9 – Policy E3 Site for small firms at Linsford Lane Mytchett
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Map 10 – Policy CS9 Land at Burrow Hill School Frimley
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Map 11 – Policy TC19 Land West of Park Street, Camberley
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APPENDIX 2
Changes to the Proposals Map arising from the Core
Policies
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Map 12 – Camberley Town Centre AAP Boundary
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Map 13 – Princess Royal Barracks Site Boundary
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APPENDIX 3
Monitoring and Delivery Framework
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CP1, CP2,
CP11, CP12,
DM7, DM8,
DM9, DM10

Objective 1

To promote and deliver
sustainable development
in the Borough.

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

AMR

No of dwellings completed by Achieve
settlement location (local)
percentage of
completions in
line with housing
distribution
targets.

Housing, Infrastructure and Environment

AMR

Aim to achieve
60% across all
categories within
plan period

Percentage of dwelling
completions within 5 minute
walk time or 400m walking
distance of a designated
employment area, retail
centre, GP, Hospital, Primary
School, Secondary School or
Major Health Centre (local)
SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

Achieve 60% of all AMR
new & converted
dwellings on PDL

Target

New & converted dwellings
on PDL (core indicator H3)
within plan period

Indicator

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism
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CP3, DM5

Objective 2

To provide sufficient
housing to meet the
Borough’s need without
causing harm to areas of
importance for biodiversity

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

In line with
housing trajectory

No target

Managed delivery target
(Core Indicator H2(d))

Number of rural exception
dwellings completed by
location (local): Within AMR year
Within Plan Period

AMR

AMR

AMR

In line with
housing trajectory

Net additional dwellings in
future years (Core Indicator
H2(c))

AMR

AMR

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

AMR

N/A

3,240 dwellings
2011-2028

Target

Net additional dwellings for
In line with
reporting year (Core Indicator housing trajectory
H2(b))

Net additional dwellings
in previous years (Core
Indicator H2(a))

Plan period and housing
targets (Core Indicator H1)

Indicator

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism
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CP5, CP6,
CP7, DM6

Objective 3

Provide Housing that
meets the need of all
sections of the community

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

19 Gypsy and
Traveller pitches
by 2027

No target

Net additional pitches
for Gypsy & Traveller
accommodation (Core
Indicator H4)
Number of housing registry
applications received

SHBC
corporate
monitoring

AMR

Aim to achieve
AMR
1 bed dwellings –
10% market, 20%
intermediate, 35%
social rented
2 bed dwellings –
40% market, 40%
intermediate, 30%
social rented
3 bed dwellings –
40% market, 40%
intermediate, 20%
social rented
4+ bed dwellings
– 10% market,
15% social rented

Percentage of affordable and
market units completed by
type and size (local)

AMR

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC,
House
Builders,
RSL’s

SHBC,
RSL’s,
HCA

Reporting Lead
Agency

Achieve 35%
of projected
annual housing
requirement as
affordable, 17.5%
as intermediate
and 17.5% as
social rented

Target

Gross affordable housing
completions and number
of net completions as a
percentage of total housing
completions (Core Indicator
H5)

Indicator

SHBC Housing Strategy

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

SHBC Housing Strategy

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

SHBC Housing Strategy

Delivery Mechanism
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CP4

Objective 4

Through the regeneration
of the Princess Royal
Barracks site, to deliver
a sustainable rural
community set within
a high quality built and
natural environment

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

SHBC
Development management
and
process
Developer
Deepcut SPD
Development management
SHBC
process
and
Developer
Deepcut SPD
Development management
SHBC
process
and
Developer
Deepcut SPD
SHBC
LTP3
and
Developer Deepcut SPD

AMR

To achieve 35%
overall

Implementation as AMR
per standards set
out in SPD

Implementation as AMR
per standards set
out in SPD
Implementation as AMR
per standards set
out in SPD

Total amount (gross) and of
retail floorspace completed

Amount of SANGs and
ANGS provided (ha)

Provision of improved public
transport

Deepcut SPD

SHBC
Development management
and
process
Developer
Deepcut SPD

SHBC
and
Defence
Estates

Delivery Mechanism

No of affordable units
provided

AMR

AMR

Reporting Lead
Agency

1,200 Phasing as
set out in SPD

Construction to
commence 2016

Target

Net additional dwellings

Implementation of new
housing

Indicator
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Ensure that new
development contributes
to environmental,
infrastructure and service
improvements and
minimises impacts upon
both the natural and built
environment

Objective 6

CP2, CP12,
DM9

CP14

Objective 5

Protect and enhance
biodiversity within the
Borough Including sites
of local importance for
biodiversity and aim to
deliver Surrey Biodiversity
Action Plan (BAP) Targets

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

Target

To achieve
delivery in line
with IDP

Maintain 100%
of local sites
in favourable
condition over
plan period

Condition status of SNCI’s
and LNR’s (local)

List of infrastructure projects
committed or completed
during AMR year (local)

AMR

No increase in
visitor numbers
over plan period’

Visitor number surveys for
SPA/SAC

AMR

AMR

AMR

AMR
Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism

SHBC,
SCC,
Service
providers

SHBC,
SCC,
Surrey
Wildlife
Trust

SHBC,
Natural
England,
Surrey
Wildlife
Trust

S106 or CIL

IDP

SNCI review

Strategic Access
Management and
Monitoring Project

Natural
Stewardship agreements
England
and
landowners

SHBC,
Natural
England,
Surrey
Wildlife
Trust

Reporting Lead
Agency

Condition status of SPA, SAC Target set by
and SSSI’s
Natural England

Change in area of
Maintain 100%
biodiversity importance (Core land area of all
Indicator E2)
designated sites

Indicator
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Maintain and protect the
Countryside and Green
Spaces in settlement
areas and provide
an integrated green
infrastructure network

Objective 8

CP1, CP13,
DM4, DM16

CP1, DM9,
DM17

Objective 7

Ensure that new
development respects
the essential character of
the local area, including
historic structures and
environment

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

Achieve no net
loss of Green Belt
land

8ha per 1000 net
new population.

Aim to achieve no
greater loss than
10% over plan
period

Amount of land (ha) in
Surrey Heath designated
as Settlement, Countryside
beyond the Green Belt or
Green Belt (local)
Amount of land (ha)
implemented as SANGs
(local): During AMR year
During Plan Period
Amount of open space or
recreational areas within
urban areas and rural
settlements lost to other uses
(local): During AMR year
During Plan Period

AMR

AMR

AMR

AMR

No target contextual

Number of buildings and
structures maintained, added
or deleted from the local list
(local)

AMR

SHBC

SHBC,
Natural
England,
Surrey
Wildlife
Trust

SHBC

SHBC,
SCC

SHBC,
SCC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

AMR

Achieve ‘good’
or higher rating
on qualifying
developments

Target

Number and details of
No target archaeological finds within
contextual
areas of high archaeological
potential and within
development sites of 0.4ha or
above (local)

Housing Quality – Building
for life assessments (Core
Indicator H6)

Indicator

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Thames Basin Heaths
Delivery Framework

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Updates to list of locally
listed buildings and
structures.

Development management
process

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism
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To minimise impact on
climate change and to
minimise the effect of
climate change upon
the Borough through a
reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions and
adoption of more
environmentally friendly
technologies and practices
both in new and existing
developments

SHBC

AMR
Achieve SUDS in
all development
where flood risk
identified

0% of applications AMR
to be granted
contrary to EA
advice

Number of developments
completed with SUDS
measures implemented
(local)
Number of planning
permissions granted contrary
to Environment Agency
advice on flooding and water
grounds (Core Indicator E1)

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Development Management
Process

Surrey Climate Change
Partnership

Surrey Waste Strategy

Delivery Mechanism

Site Allocations DPD

SHBC, EA Development management
process

SHBC

AMR

No target

Renewable energy
generation (Core Indicator
E3)

SHBC

SHBC,
SCC

SHBC

AMR

1990 baseline =
670 tonnes

AMR
Reduce CO2
emissions by 34%
below 1990 levels
by 2020

Tens

Reporting Lead
Agency

100% of buildings
to be constructed
to prescribed
standards

Carbon Dioxide Emissions
(tonnes per annum)

CP2, DM7,
DM8, DM9,
DM10

Objective 10

40% of all waste
reused, recycled
or composted pa

Target

Number of buildings
permitted to prescribed
standards for energy and
water efficiency and number
of buildings permitted which
exceed prescribed standards
for energy and water
efficiency (local)

Percentage of waste sent
for reuse, recycling and
composting

DM9

Objective 9

To support the
development of a waste
strategy that improves
levels of recycling
and minimises waste
production

Indicator

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective
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CP1, CP11,
DM11

Objective 11

Improve travel choice
and transport services to
encourage sustainable
travel patterns and, in
particular, reduce reliance
on the private car

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

Aim to achieve
travel plans in
50% of all major
developments

Number of travel plans
implemented in association
with major developments
(local)
AMR

AMR

To achieve 50%
over plan period

Percentage of dwellings or B
Class floorspace completed
within 10 minute walk time or
800m of rail service (local)
SHBC,
SCC

SHBC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

To achieve 80%
AMR
of all development
over plan period

Target

Percentage of dwellings or B
Class floorspace completed
within 400m or 5 minute walk
time of a half hourly bus
service in urban areas and
within 800m or a 10 minute
walk time of an hourly bus
service in rural areas (local)

Indicator

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism
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CP8, DM1,
DM2, DM3,
DM13

Objective 12

Maintain the economic
role of the Borough within
the Western Corridor and
Blackwater Valley subregion

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

Economic Development

AMR

AMR

Maintain sufficient
land to meet
demand
No target

Achieve 75%
of town centre
uses within Town,
District and Local
centres over plan
period

Employment land available
(Core Indicator BD3)

Total amount of floorspace
for town centre uses (Core
Indicator BD4)

Total amount (gross)
and percentage of retail
floorspace completed in
town centres, edge of centre
locations and outside centres
(local)

AMR

AMR

Achieve 80% of
employment land
on PDL over plan
period

Total amount of employment
floorspace on previously
developed land by type (Core
Indicator BD2)

AMR

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

Achieve no
net loss of
employment
floorspace over
plan period
(running total)

Target

Total amount of additional
employment floorspace by
type (Core Indicator BD1)

Indicator

Camberley Town Centre
AAP

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Camberley Town Centre
AAP

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism
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CP8, CP9,
CP10

Objective 13

Promote the role of
Camberley Town Centre
as a secondary regional
centre and as a safe and
attractive retail, cultural
and entertainment centre
with a high quality of
environment

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

To be set through AMR
the Camberley TC
AAP

To be set through AMR
the Camberley TC
AAP

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

To be set through AMR
the Camberley TC
AAP

Target

Amount of floorspace
To be set through AMR
standing as ‘vacant’ at time of the Camberley TC
AMR for: AAP
Retail
Employment

During AMR year
During Plan Period

Total amount of (gross)
community and leisure (D
uses) floorspace completed
or lost within boundary of
Camberley Town Centre: -

During AMR year
During Plan Period

Total amount of (gross)
new employment (B Use)
floorspace completed or
lost within boundary of
Camberley Town Centre: -

During AMR year
During Plan Period

Total amount of (gross)
retail floorspace completed
or lost within boundary of
Camberley Town Centre: -

Indicator

Camberley Town Centre
AAP

Camberley Town Centre
AAP

Camberley Town Centre
AAP

Camberley Town Centre
AAP

Delivery Mechanism
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Identify sites on which
employment use should
be maintained and growth
encouraged

Objective 15

CP8, DM13

CP9, DM12

Objective 14

Maintain the role of
Bagshot and Frimley
as district centres for
local shops, services
and community facilities
and protect these uses
elsewhere in the Borough.

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

Amount of (gross) B Class
floorspace permitted or
lost to other uses outside
of Core Employment Areas
and Camberley Town Centre
(local)

Bagshot primary shopping
area (frontage)
Bagshot secondary shopping
frontage
Frimley primary shopping
area (frontage)
Frimley secondary shopping
frontage
Neighbourhood parades
(frontage)

Percentage of units in A1
retail use over plan period in
(local): -

Indicator

No target

Maintain or
achieve 75% of
units as A1 in
primary shopping
areas and 50% of
units as A1 in all
other frontages

Target

AMR

AMR

SHBC

SHBC

Reporting Lead
Agency

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism
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Provide and support
high quality leisure and
cultural facilities that are
accessible to all.

Objective 17

Achieve open
space standards
on major sites

Amount of new open space
provided on major housing
development (ha):
During AMR year
During plan period
No target

No target

No target

Target

Violent crime per 1,000
population

Total floorspace (net square
metres) for community and
cultural facilities gained or
lost by type (local) During AMR year
During Plan Period

Indicator

CP2, CP4,
See Objective 8, Objective
CP10, CP12, 13, Objective 16
CP13, DM14,
DM15, DM16

CP2, CP10,
CP12, DM9,
DM12, DM15

Objective 16

Support the community
through: protection
from crime and the fear
of crime, reflection of
cultural diversity, improved
facilities for health,
well being and life-long
learning.

Delivery
Policies

Core Strategy Objective

SHBC
corporate
monitoring

AMR

AMR

SHBC
corporate
monitoring

AMR

Reporting

SHBC

SHBC

SHBC,
Surrey
Police

SHBC

Lead
Agency

Site Allocations DPD

Development Management
Process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Site Allocations DPD

Development management
process

Delivery Mechanism

Children and Young People, Health and Well Being and Safer and Stronger Communities
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Accessibility - The ability of people to move around an area and reach places and facilities, including
elderly and disabled people, those with young children and those encumbered with luggage or shopping.
Affordability - A measure of whether households can access or sustain the costs of private sector
housing.
Affordable housing - Housing, whether for rent, shared ownership or outright purchase, provided at
a cost considered affordable in relation to incomes that are average or below average, or in relation
to the price of general market housing.
Air Quality Management Areas - Areas established by borough and district councils following local
assessment of air quality where individual pollutants are forecast to exceed standards defined in the
National Air Quality Strategy.
Allocated sites - Sites allocated on the proposals map
Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) - A report that assesses the impact of policies and whether
targets are being met against a set of core indicators, and where necessary, identifies adjustments
or revisions to policies/proposals.
Appropriate Assessment - Required under the European Habitats Directive to assess the impact of plans
on ‘European Sites’ of nature conservation importance. The Appropriate Assessment of the Surrey Heath
Core Strategy and Development Management Policies has been published as a background document.
Biodiversity - The whole variety of life encompassing all genetic, species and ecosystem variations,
including plants and animals.
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) - A strategy prepared for a local area aimed at conserving and
enhancing biological diversity.
Building Research Establishments Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) - Used to
assess the environmental performance of both new and existing buildings.
Brownfield Land - Previously developed land which is, or was, occupied by a permanent structure,
including the curtilage of the developed land and any associated fixed surface infrastructure.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) - A gas found naturally in the Earth’s atmosphere and also produced as a
result of the burning of wood and fossil fuels.
Carbon Footprint - A measure of the impact human activities have on the environment in terms of
the amount of greenhouse gases produced, measured in units of carbon dioxide.
Climate Change - Is the variation in the Earth’s global climate or in regional climates over time
Code for Sustainable Homes - An environmental rating scheme for housing in England, under
which new homes will be given a ‘star rating’ to indicate their environmental impact, ranging from
level 1 to level 6 (high sustainability).
Combined heat and power (CHP) - A system which generates electricity and utilises the heat
produced as a by-product in a cost effective and environmentally responsible way.
Commuted payments - Payments made through a legal agreement with the Council, which are ringfenced to pay for specific improvements, e.g. developers can sign a legal agreement that they will pay
for highway improvements, for example a pedestrian crossing, or the provision of affordable housing.
Compulsory Purchase Order – A notice issued by the government or local authority to compulsorily
acquire land to help deliver social or economic change that is in the public interest, where the land
owner or occupier is not willing to sell by agreement.
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Conservation Area - An area designated under the Town and Country Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 on account of its special architectural or historic interest, the
character and appearance of which it is intended to preserve and enhance.
Contaminated Land - Land that has been polluted or harmed in some way making it unfit for safe
development and usage unless cleaned.
Core Employment Land - Designated as protected land in employment uses in the Borough.
Core Output Indicator (COI) - A measurement of performance local planning authorities are
required to collect.
Core Strategy Development Plan Document – Sets out the long–term vision for the future of the
area, the spatial objectives and strategic policies to deliver that vision.
Cumulative Effect - A number of developments in a locality or a continuous activity over time that,
together, may have an increased impact on the environment, local infrastructure and services, or the
economy.
Development Plan - The South East Plan 2009 and the Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000 (saved
policies) form the statutory Development plan for the Borough. The LDF will progressively replace
saved policies.
Development Plan Documents (DPDs) - These will replace the Local Plan and have the same status
for decision-making. More than one DPD can be used to provide for the Development Plan at the local
level. Types of DPDs include the Core Strategy, Site Specific Allocations and Area Action Plans.
Ecological Footprint - Compares human consumption of natural resources with planet Earth’s
ecological capacity to regenerate them.
Ecology - The distribution and abundance of living organisms and the interactions among organisms
and between organisms and their environment.
Ecosystem – A system formed by the interaction of a community of organisms with their environment.
Employment Land - That which is in use for the following purposes – office, industrial and
warehousing.
Energy Conservation - The practice of minimising the quantity of energy used, thereby improving
energy efficiency.
Energy Efficiency - How well used energy is as a ratio of the energy used to the energy wasted,
decreasing wasted energy will thus produce a higher energy efficiency ratio.
Energy Recovery - The use of waste as a source for energy, for example making use of the
methane emitted from landfill.
English Heritage - Government advisors with responsibility for all aspects of protecting and
promoting the historic environment. English Heritage is responsible for advising the government on
the listing of historic buildings.
Environment Agency - A government body that aims to prevent or minimise the effects of pollution
on the environment and issues permits to monitor and control activities that handle or produce
waste. It also provides up-to-date information on waste management matters and deals with other
matters such as water issues including flood protection advice.
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Evidence Base - The information and data gathered by local authorities to justify the “soundness”
of the approach set out in Local Development Documents, including physical, economic, and social
characteristics of an area.
Extra Care Housing - Housing designed with the needs of older people in mind and with varying
levels of care and support available on site. People who live in Extra Care housing have their
own self contained homes and benefit from communal facilities being available. Properties can
be rented, owned or part owned/ part rented. Extra Care is also know as very sheltered housing,
assisted living, or simply as ‘housing with care’.
Government Office for the South East (GOSE) – One of nine regional offices. They represent
central government in the region and their role is to promote better and more effective integration of
Government policies and programmes at a regional and local level.
Green Belt - A designation for land around certain cities and large built-up areas, which aims to keep
this land permanently open or largely undeveloped. The purposes of including land in the Green Belt
is to:
•
check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas
•
prevent neighbouring towns from merging
•
safeguard the countryside from encroachment
•
preserve the setting and special character of historic towns
•
assist urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land
Green Belts are defined in a local planning authority’s development plan.
Green Infrastructure - A network of multi-functional private and public green spaces and natural
elements (including water) and the links between them within and between the built environment.
Greenfield land or site - Greenfield land is land which has never previously been developed. This
could be both within and outside built-up areas.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions - The production of gases which naturally form in the atmosphere and
serve to insulate the earth including water vapour, Carbon Dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxide
and ozone.
Housing Associations - Independent, not-for-profit organisations registered with and regulated by
the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA).
Housing ‘trajectory’ - An evaluation of housing delivery compared to delivery targets.
Infill development - Development of a vacant site in a substantially developed frontage or area.
Infrastructure - The basic requirements for the satisfactory development of an area which include
such things as roads, footpaths, sewers, schools, open space and other community facilities.
Intensification - More frequent usage, e.g. a tennis court at a school could be used by other
community groups outside school hours.
Intermediate Housing - Housing at prices and rents above those of social rent, but below market
prices or rents. These can include shared equity products for example Homebuy.
Issues, Options and Preferred Options - Previous consultation stages on Development Plan
Documents with the objective of adopting the most appropriate and sustainable approach ahead of
submission to government for independent examination.
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Listed Building - A building of special architectural or historic interest as designated by English
Heritage on behalf of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport. This is a statutory listing.
Low-Carbon energy - Comes from sources that produce fewer greenhouse gases than do
traditional means of power generation, includes zero carbon power generation sources as well
as sources with lower-level emissions such as natural gas, and technologies that prevent carbon
dioxide from being emitted into the atmosphere, such as carbon capture and storage.
Local Area Agreement (LAA) - an agreement between central and local government to deliver
improvements against selected national indicators.
Local Development Document (LDD) -These include Development Plan Documents (which form
part of the statutory development plan) and Supplementary Planning Documents (which do not form
part of the statutory development plan). LDDs collectively deliver the spatial planning strategy for the
local planning authority’s area.
Local Development Framework (LDF) - A portfolio of Local Development Documents that will
replace the Local Plan. Together these documents will provide the framework for delivering the
spatial planning strategy for the Local Planning Authority area.
Local Development Scheme (LDS) - A document setting out the programme for the preparation
of Development Plan Documents. It sets out a 3-year programme and includes information on
consultation dates.
Local Distinctiveness - The particular positive feature of a locality that contributes to its special
character and sense of place. Distinguishes one local area from another
Local Nature Reserve (LNR) - An area designated by local authorities, in consultation with Natural
England, under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, to provide opportunities
for educational use and public enjoyment, in addition to protecting wildlife or geological and
physiographical features of special interest.
Local Plan - Saved policies from the adopted Surrey Heath Local Plan 2000.
Local Transport Plan (LTP) - A five-year integrated transport strategy, prepared by local authorities
in partnership with the community, seeking funding to help provide local transport projects. The plan
sets out the resources predicted for delivery of the targets identified in the strategy. Local transport
plans should be consistent with the policies and priorities set out in the Regional Transport Strategy
as an integral part of the Regional Spatial Strategy
Market Housing - Private housing for rent or for sale, where the price is set in the open market.
Maximum Parking Standards - A maximum number of off-street car parking spaces permitted for a
development by land use type.
Mitigation Measures - Those which are put into place to reduce or eliminate any harm caused
eg. Contributions to the provision of Suitable Accessible Natural Green space (SANG) / access
management and monitoring with regards to Thames Basin Heaths SPA.
Mixed Tenure - An area of housing consisting of mix of different tenures, normally social rented
housing and privately owned housing.
Mixed Use – Area or site where a mixture of commercial, retail and residential uses predominates.
Natural England - Government advisors on nature conservation issues in England.
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National Indicators (NI) - A set of 198 measures chosen by central government to assess
performance in local areas.
Perpetuity - In an affordable housing context, homes secured as affordable into the future, for
example by planning restrictions on the resale of affordable housing so that it cannot be lost to the
market.
Planning Obligations and Agreements - Legal agreements between a planning authority and a
developer, or undertakings offered unilaterally by a developer, that ensure that certain extra works
related to a development are undertaken. For example, the provision of highways. Sometimes called
“Section 106” agreements.
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) / Planning Policy Statement (PPS) – Statements setting
out the Government’s policy framework at the national level on planning issues such as housing,
employment, Green Belt. PPSs will replace existing Planning Policy Guidance (PPG).
Previously Developed Land - For the purposes of housing policy in PPS3, land which is or was
occupied by a permanent (non-agricultural) structure and associated fixed surface infrastructure,
including the curtilage of the development, in urban and rural areas. It excludes land and buildings
that have been used for agricultural purposes, forest and woodland, and land in built-up areas
such as private residential gardens, parks, recreation grounds and allotments, which has not been
developed previously.
Ramsar Site - A wetland site of international importance (especially as a waterfowl habitat)
designated by the Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
Regional Economic Strategy for South East England (RES) - Sets a 10 year framework for
delivering economic aspirations and vision within the broader context of sustainable development.
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) - Documents setting out the planning framework at the regional
level, the South East Plan.
Registered Social Landlord (RSL) - A body registered with the Homes and Communities Agency
who own or manage affordable homes, both social rented and intermediate.
Renewable Energy - Renewable energy is energy flows that occur naturally and repeatedly in the
environment, for example from the wind, water flow, tides or the sun.
Scheduled Ancient Monument - A building or structure above or below ground whose preservation
is of national importance, in a schedule compiled by the Secretary of State for Culture, Sport and
Recreation.
Section 106 agreement - A legal agreement under section 106 of the 1990 Town & Country
Planning Act. Section 106 agreements are legal agreements between a planning authority and a
developer, or undertakings offered unilaterally by a developer, that ensure that certain extra works
related to a development are undertaken.
Shared Ownership - A scheme aimed at providing first time buyers, who cannot afford to buy
outright, a home suited to their needs. The buyer purchases a part of the equity, paying rent on the
remainder, which is usually retained by a RSL.
Sheltered Housing - Housing specifically for older and/or disabled people. Includes a block or group
of houses with resident or visiting warden, and individual houses, bungalows and flats, which receive
support from a mobile warden or pendant (emergency) alarm service.
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Site of Special Scientific Interest(SSSI) -A site designated in the UK to be of importance for nature
conservation due to the presence of a rare or good example of fauna and flora.
Site of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) - An area (non statutory) designated as being of
county or local wildlife value.
Smart growth - The Regional Economic Strategy defines “Smart Growth” as - lifting under
performance through increasing the region’s stock of businesses; maximising the number of people
ready for employment at all skills levels, and ensuring they are equipped to progress in the labour
market; increasing the participation of South East businesses in tendering for public sector contracts;
reducing road congestion and pollution levels by improving travel choice, promoting public transport,
managing demand and facilitating modal shifts; ensuring sufficient and affordable housing and
employment space of the right type and size to meet the needs of the region and create the climate
for long-term investment through efficient use of land resources, including mixed-use developments;
and improving the productivity of the workforce and increasing economic activity.
Social Rented Housing- Affordable housing provided for rent at below market levels to eligible
groups on housing waiting lists.
Soundness - A Development Plan Document (DPD) is considered sound if it is based upon good
evidence and has been prepared in accordance with all the necessary procedures including the
measures set out in the local authority’s Statement of Community Involvement.
South East Plan (SEP) - The regional spatial strategy for the South East.
Spatial Planning -Spatial planning goes beyond traditional land use planning to bring together and
integrate policies for the development and use of land with other policies and programmes which
influence the nature of places and how they function. This will include policies which can impact on
land use by influencing the demands on, or needs for, development, but which are not capable of
being delivered solely or mainly through the granting or refusal of planning permission and which
may be implemented by other means.
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) - SACs are areas which have been given special protection
under the European Union’s Habitats Directive. They provide increased protection to a variety of wild
animals, plants and habitats and are a vital part of global efforts to conserve the world’s biodiversity.
Special Needs Housing - Housing to meet the needs of groups of people who may be
disadvantaged, such as elderly, the disabled, students, young single people, rough sleepers, the
homeless, those needing hostel accommodation, key workers, travellers and occupiers of mobile
homes and houseboats.
Special Protection Area (SPA) - European designated area warranting special protection for the
importance of its fauna. The area will comprise a number of sites that are also designated Sites
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in the UK. For example, the Natura 2000 designated Thames
Basin Heaths Special Protection Area comprises 13 SSSIs across Surrey, Hampshire and Berkshire,
protected principally for its rare species of ground-nesting birds.
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) - Sets out the ways in which the Local Planning
Authority will consult the community and stakeholders, not only on other LDDs but also on major
planning applications.
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) - An assessment of the likelihood of flooding in a
particular area so that development needs and mitigation measures can be carefully considered.
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) - An assessment that identifies sites
with potential for housing. The assessment is an important evidence source to inform plan making,
but does not in itself determine whether a site should be allocated for housing development.
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Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) - An assessment of the estimated demand
for market housing and need for affordable housing in a defined geographical area, in terms of
distribution, house types and sizes and the specific requirements of particular groups and which
considers future demographic trends.
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) - These can be produced to provide guidance to
supplement the policies and proposals in DPDs. However they do not form part of the Development
Plan although they must undergo a formal process of consultation.
Surrey County Council (SCC) - the upper tier local authority in Surrey with statutory responsibility
or education, social services, highways, libraries, minerals planning and waste planning.
Surrey Heath Partnership (SHP) - a partnership of local public, private and voluntary organisation
that has responsibility for the production and delivery of the Sustainable Community Strategy
Sustainability Appraisal (SA)/ Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) - Local Planning
Authorities are required to assess the environmental and sustainability impact of policies and
proposals in Development Plan Documents. This is a tool for appraising policies to ensure that they
reflect sustainable development objectives, i.e. Social, environmental and economic factors.
Sustainable communities - Places that meet the diverse needs of existing and future residents, are
sensitive to their environment, and contribute to a high quality of life. They are safe and inclusive,
well planned, built and run, and offer equality of opportunity and good services for all.
Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) - A strategy developed by a local authority in partnership
with other public, private and community sector organisations, to promote economic, social
and environmental well being of the area and to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development.
Sustainable construction - Construction which has due reference to the environment, for example
in the materials it uses, the methods of construction and the installation of energy efficient and water
conservation systems, e.g use of solar panels and SUDS.
Sustainable Development - Development, which meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, ensuring a better quality of
life for everyone now and for generations to come.
Sustainable location - For example, is a location with good transport links with good access to
community and local facilities.
Sustainable transport – Often meaning walking, cycling and use of public transport, which is
considered to be less damaging to the environment and which contributes less to traffic congestion
than one-person car journeys.
Sustainable (urban) Drainage Systems (SuDS) – Include a range of different drainage systems
that are designed to promote the filtration and evaporation of water as close to the source as
possible and to break down pollutants. SUDS are an alternative to drainage through pipes directly to
a water course and will help enhance water quality and biodiversity, maintain groundwater levels and
reduce the risk of flooding.
Tenure -The nature by which people own or rent their home. Categories are usually broken down as
follows: Owner Occupied, Private Rented, Registered Social Landlord or Council Rented.
Threshold - The number of units that triggers the affordable housing requirement on market
schemes.
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Travel Plan - A travel plan aims to promote sustainable travel choices (for example, cycling) as
an alternative to single occupancy car journeys that may impact negatively on the environment,
congestion and road safety. Travel plans can be required when granting planning permission for new
developments.
Windfall sites - Those sites which have not been specifically identified. They comprise previously
developed sites that have unexpectedly become available.
Zero Carbon Development - A building or set of buildings with net zero carbon emissions over the
course of one year.
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